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DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
The bell rang as the students found their materials and a place 
to settle down to work. After Jim finished the project he had been 
working on for a few days, he went to Ms. Reed for a final wrap up of 
what he had accomplished. The two sat down and discussed his work and 
the next step toward his learning goal that had been established 
earlier in the year. Jim stated that he was ready to read a novel, but 
was a little apprehensive about the difficulty of the words. Ms. Reed 
agreed that it was a little difficult, but worth a try, and reminded 
Jim to ask her whenever he did not understand a word, thought or 
sequence of events. At about the time the conference with Jim was 
completed, it was time to go to reading groups. 
In the meantime Mr. Smith, the principal, entered the room for a 
required 30 minute observation and evaluation session. Ms. Reed 
adjusted her procedure a little to fit the district's guidelines, 
Madeline Hunter's model of effective teaching. This was a bit of an 
imposition for Ms. Reed; now she could not let the natural line of 
inquiry occur, certain lesson sequences must take precedence. Ms. Reed 
followed the script of Madeline Hunter's teaching sequences and Mr. 
Smith checked them off as Ms. Reed performed them. He informed Ms. 
Reed that she had passed the evaluation process and left the room. 
In the reading group, each student read and readily took part in 
the group discussion, except for Sue. Sue had joined Ms. Reed's class 
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last week and was still a little shy. Each day Ms. Reed encouraged her 
to talk and seek asststance when she was unsure of herself, but she had 
not. She fiddled wtth her penctls and often put her head down on the 
table. It seemed hard for Sue to break this pattern. After the 
readtng group, Ms. Reed worked with Sue individually by asktng her to 
read and reflect on her thoughts. Sue had some trouble, but Ms. Reed 
waited patiently for her to say something. When Sue did answer, Ms. 
Reed pratsed her response and Sue smiled. 
This was a typical day tn Ms. Reed's class. The students had an 
individual goal that they had set with the asststance of their teacher 
and they had planned activtttes to reach their goals. Somettmes they 
worked individually and sometimes in groups. Whatever they did, they 
sought to develop their own ideas and reflect upon what they had 
learned. 
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Ms. Reed loved teaching. She was a good teacher who thought that 
she could never leave the classroom. However, she was encouraged by 
frtends and colleagues to try to reach more students with her personal 
instructional style by becoming a prtncipal. Over the next few years 
she participated in the principal certification program, passed the 
state exam, and became a principal. 
Now Ms. Reed must reflect on her role as an elementary principal. 
How can she balance the various roles of admtnistration? How can she 
communtcate her beliefs about instruction to her teachers, and help 
them fulfill their needs for reflective practice? How can she brtng 
improved instructional methods to the classrooms in her school? But 
most of all, how will she achieve her primary goal of becoming an 
outstanding instructtonal leader? 
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Statement of the Problem 
The link between learning and instruction is difficult to 
establish and define; its boundaries are not clear. "Learning is 
ubiquitous in human experience throughout the life cycle, and humans 
are very good at it" (Erickson, 1987, p. 343). Recent reforms have 
called for a hands on curriculum; that is, students must be seeking and 
applying new knowledge while experiencing new activities in order to 
better understand what is going on around them (Fulghum, 1990). Recent 
studies on learning indicate that people learn 10 percent of what they 
hear and 80 percent of what they experience directly (Begley, 1990). 
Therefore, students can no longer be passive, dependent, and submissive 
during the learning process. They need to be actively involved in 
order to be corrrnitted to learning. 
Within the educational hierarchy, students are the ones for whom 
education exists, they are in schools to learn. Teachers are the ones 
who have the direct responsibility of the educational process of 
students, above the teachers are the principals. Welker (1991) 
emphasizes that other professionals have much to learn from teachers, 
because teachers are involved in a service focused on empowering their 
students to learn. Teachers have failed if they have reinforced the 
dependency of their students' learning upon their instruction; 
administrators have failed if they have reinforced the dependency of 
their teachers upon them. 
Clark and Astute (1986) state that administrators are trained in 
methods which are conflicting and confusing. They are told that if 
individuals are empowered they will adapt, improvise, and respond more 
quickly to demands and problems. Yet, the pressure is on 
admtnistrators to achteve effectiveness through control and 
interventton, so that the school may be held accountable to the public. 
What do princtpals do to balance the dual role of tnstructtonal leader 
and supervtsor? How do they make a dtstlnctlon between empowerment 
(givtng power to others to do as they see fit) and using the power 
assoctated with admintstration? How does one go about being an 
instructional leader? 
How princtpals fulfill the role of instructional leader is the 
subject of this research. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to determine, from those in 
practice, key elements required for administrative instructtonal 
leadership in the elementary school. Sped fically, the research 
questions are as follows: 
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1. How do admintstrators define instructional leadership? 
2. What impact does the principal have on the instructional 
process in the school? 
3. What are the roles of both teachers and principals as they 
contribute to the overall effectiveness of the instructional process? 
4. What are the perceptions of teachers and principals about the 
administration process as it relates to the instructional process? 
5. How does the administrator balance empowerment of teachers 
with supervision of teachers? 
6. What advice can be provided for practice concerning ways in 
which to improve instructional leadership? 
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Procedures and Theoretical Structure 
In many research projects, as the problem becomes more clearly 
deflned, strategies for examining the problem emerge. Th1S study 1s no 
exception. However, this process resulted 1 n the comb1 nahan of the 
theorehcal structure and procedural strategies needed to exam1ne the 
problem. 
Theoretical Structure 
The goal of this research was to uncover the nature of the 
pnnci.pal 's expenences w1th 1nstructionalleadership and prov1de bas1c 
knowledge to guide practice. It was hoped that novel ideas and fresh 
perspechves on the phenomena of instructional leadership would evolve. 
To enable th1s uncovering process, in-depth and 1ntncate details 
of practices were needed. It was not the intent of this study to 
search for a set of laws in the social world or to compare data aga1nst 
established standards. Therefore, an anti.-posihvishc approach seemed 
most appropriate. In this way, reality would drive the process. The 
move would be from data to generalizat1on about practice. In essence, 
this study would result in theory, not verify exist1ng theoretical 
assumptions(Conrad, 1982). 
Given these needs, Grounded Theory served as both the theoret1cal 
structure and research design for this study. Grounded Theory is 
deflned by Glaser and Strauss (1967) as the use of a systemahc set of 
procedures and analyses to develop an inductively denved theory about 
phenomena. It has three major parts: 1) gather data such as 
ethnographic field notes, interviews and documents; 2) analyze the 
data; and 3) interpret the data that will lead to theory development. 
Procedures are reproductble, exact, creattve and must be carrted out 
prectsely and wtth rtgor. Thts strategy enables the researcher to ask 
pertinent questtons about data and make compartsons found tn data so 
that new tnstghts and novel theorettcal formulattons can be made. In 
order for a healthy balance between creattvity and sctence to be 
matntatned, the researcher must penodtcally step back and ask 
questtons, matntain an attttude of skepttctsm and follow the research 
procedures (Corbtn & Strauss, 1990). 
Research Cn teria 
For the reader to see veractty tn the results of grounded theory, 
tt ts recommended that four crtterta be used to JUdge the study: 1) a 
ftt between the results and everyday ltfe needs to be evtdent; 2) the 
findtngs must make sense to those practtctng in the fteld; 3) the 
theory must be abstract; and 4) lt must tnclude a sufftctent amount of 
variation to make l t appltcable to a vanety of contexts (Corbtn & 
Strauss, 1990). 
Data Needs 
Data from and about exceptional tnstructional leaders were 
required by the research questlons. From these admtnistrators, 
viewpoints about tnstructlonal leadership and recogntzed educational 
tssues, activtties, and tnteractlons with staff and students were 
needed. Viewpoints from teachers were also needed, so that the 
administrator's role tn the instructional process could be vertfted. 
Concrete examples of this involvement with the tnstruchonal process 
were of necessity in grounding the research. 
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.EQpulat1on and Sample 
Corb1n and Strauss (1990) recommend that sites and respondents be 
chosen deliberately, because opportunities could be max1m1zed to el1c1 t 
data along the l1nes of the investigation more readily. 
Administrators. Administrators from one m1dwestern state served 
as the population. The focus of this study is elementary pr1nc1pals 
alone, because they have a unique si tu.ation different from secondary 
prine1pals. Elementary schools are not as departmentalized and focus 
on more holistic instructional methods; therefore, the principal can 
serve as faci.l i tater in any classroom (Camborne, 1988). Addi t1onally, 
because of a lack of research on the role of the elementary princi.pal, 
this research would broaden the knowledge base. 
Three different types of administrators were sought: 1) Those 
new to adm1nistration, 2) those who had veteran experience , and 3) 
those who had gone on to central off1ce positions and could reflect 
upon their experiences as elementary administrators. 
Selection was based upon nomination by teachers, un1 versi ty 
professors, and other educators as exemplary instructional leaders. 
Each nominee was said to promote and demonstrate the following 
criteria: Close, fnendly relationships with the students and 
teachers, possess a high regard for the achievement of each student and 
teacher, active in professional organizations, and well respected by 
their colleagues. Of those nominated, it was determined that 
theoretical saturation was reached after eight administrators were 
interviewed. 
Teachers. Teachers were selected from recommendations made by 
the1r principals. It was determined that theoretical saturat1on was 
met after sixteen teachers, two from each school, were 1nterviewed. 
Data Collection 
The ma1n method of data collection strategy was the sem1-
structured interview. Ethnographic ob.servahons and 'the rev1ew of 
relevant documents were also employed. 
The interviews. More complete data, interview rapport, and 
effective communication between the interviewer and the informant are 
advantages associated with the semi:-structured interview (Issac & 
Michael, 1971). Because of these advantages and the requ1s1te open 
nature of grounded theory, the open-ended, semi-structured 1nterview 
data gathering method WQS used as the dominant data collection method 
in th1s study. 
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Interview P-rotocols. A core of approximately 15 sem1-structured 
questions were developed and used to aid in the interview process for 
administrators. The Grounded Theorymethod relies on creat1vity as a 
vital component; therefore, it is necessary that the researcher be able 
to alter the protocol and question~ freely in order to elicit 
categories and dimensions (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). The pnmary 
advantage of the interview protocol was that it helped the researcher 
initiate the interview. One group of questions centered on 
demographics, a second focused on perspectives of instruction, while a 
third converged on the perspectives of instructio,nal leadership. The 
fourth group of questions focused on the r~lationship between the 
instructional process and instructional leadership. 
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The teacher protocol cons1sted of seven questions. These were 
developed for the purposes of ground1ng what pr1nc1pals purported to be 
true, corroborating pr1nc1pals' perspectives, and gain1ng faculty 
insight as to the instructional leadership quali tles of the pnnc1pal. 
The protocols were developed through several stages as the 
questlons and their organizatlon were evaluated to meet data needs. To 
determine the decorum of the protocol questions, interview length, and 
the researcher's abil1 ty to obtain information through this data 
collectlon method, two p1lot interviews were conducted, one w1 th an 
admi ni st rat or and one with a teacher in the same building. 
The P-ilot interv1ews. The pilot adm1nistrat1ve interv1ew was 
video taped to capture completeness of responses to protocol questions 
by the informant. The tape was transcribed and the contents analyzed 
to determ1ne if data could be obtained that meet the establ1shed needs. 
The teacher pilot interv1ew was recorded in hand written notes and 
transcribed later that same day. Analysis of the pilot interviews 
resulted in only slight mod1fications of each Interview Protocol and a 
decision to video tape all administratlve interviews. 
The Interview Protocols are included as Appendix A. 
EthnograP-hic observations. Observations of each school site were 
used to reveal evidence of instructional leadership. The observations 
were recorded in handwritten notes which were used to compile 
typewritten field notes. 
Documents. A variety of documents, i ncl udi ng agendas of faculty 
meetings, memos, school newspapers, and grants proposals, were gathered 
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for the purpose of tracktng written evidence of admtntstrative 
tnstructional leadershtp. These data were included in the f'leld notes. 
Coding Procedures and Data Analysis 
In Grounded Theory, data analysts-is achteved through codtng. 
Codtng ts a term that represents the operations by whtch data are 
broken down, re-conceptualtzed, and put back together in new ways by 
the use of induction. Induction is a process which enables the 
researcher to move from speci. fic facts qr data to general conclustons 
unlike the deductive analytic process in which analysts moves from 
general premises to spectfic conclusions. Inductton is an open process 
that "goes beyond the bounds of the particulars, maktng asserttons that 
presumably apply not only to its generating particulars but to all 
other stmilar particulars" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 113). Three 
codtng/analysis procedures were used in this study: open, axtal, and 
selective. 
Open codtng pertains to naming an'd categorizing phenomena through 
close examination of the data (Corbtn & Strauss, 1990). In this 
process, the researcher makes comparisons and asks questions. Glaser 
and Strauss (1967) coined the term "constant comparative method of 
analysis" as being synonymous with grounded theory. The steps are: 1) 
labeling, 2) classifying, 3) naming, and 4) developtng categortes in 
terms of their properties and dimensions. They may happen 
simultaneously or in various order. Open coding will be presented in 
Chapter Three. 
Axial coding is a set of procedures which involves putting data 
back together in new ways after open coding, and making connections 
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between categories by use of subcategones that were found in context, 
1nterven1ng condl tions, action/lnteractlon strateg1es, and consequences 
to those strategies. There were four d1sti.nct steps performed 
simultaneously for llnking and developing these categones to a 
paradigm model: 1) hypothetically relating subcategor1es by expla1n1ng 
thel r relat1onsh1ps, 2) ver:-i flcati.on of these hypothesis against actual 
data, 3) continued search for properties of categories, and 4) 
beginnlng explorat1on of variation in phenomena (Corbin & Strauss, 
1990). 
Selectl ve Coding lS the integrating of categories to form 
Grounded Theory. The core category was systematlcally related to other 
categories so that a phenomenon about instructional leadership could be 
found. The story 1 ine was told narratively, then the story was told 
analytically, which resulted in an instructional leadership theory 
(Corbin & Strauss, 1990). Axial and selective cod1ng will be presented 
in Chapter Four. 
Significance of the Study 
The central aim of this study was to examine and augment the 
knowledge base of principals' instructional leadershlp practices. This 
study could prov1de insights for clarifying the curriculum for the 
training of teachers and administrators in institutions of higher 
education. New supervision strategies whlch focus on the involvement, 
commitment, and practices of individual teachers could also be found. 
Principals and administrators currently practicing in the fi.eld may be 
able to put the ideas and theory generated by this research to work in 
their own schools. This research should also illuminate areas for 
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further research and theory development in adm1n1strat1ve 1nstructional 
leadersh1p. 
Summary 
The purpose of th1s research was to determwe key elements that 
are requ1red for 1nstruct1onal leadership. Methods of adm1n1strat1on 
can be confl1cting and confusing in that they purport empowerment of 
teachers yet demand intervention. 
Procedures and theoretical structure were combined 1n order to 
gather new insight into the phenomena of instructional leadersh1p. It 
was believed that if a theoretical frame were used it would slant the 
research to a pos1t1vist paradigm, where cause and effect relationsh1ps 
must either be proven true or false. An anti-positivist stance was 
taken because 1n this way truth is defined from the perspect1ve of 
ind1 vi duals and through apphcation of theory to their own s1 tuation. 
Reporting 
Chapter Two contains a review of related literature. 
Chapter Three contains the discussion of ethnographic 
observations, documents, and the categonzed data collected from 
interviews. The interview data were categorized by the open cod1ng 
method. 
Chapter Four provides an analysis and interpretation of the data 
through the use of axial and selective coding as well as the theory 
about instructional leadership that emerged from the data analysis. 
Chapter Five provides the summary, conclus1ons, discussion, and 
recommendations for practice and further research. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 
Instructional leadership is a relatively new f1eld of research 
that emerged approximately 20 years ago (McCurdy, 1983). Most stud1es 
of 1nstruct1onal leadership have been quantitative 1n nature, 
emphasizing cause and effect relationships. Such issues as test 
scores, student retention, and principal/teacher accountabi ll ty have 
been used as measurable outcome criteria in 1nstructional leadershlp 
studies. Recently, particular attention has been pa1d to the 
principal, suggesting that s/he has a key role is establish1ng and 
promoting instructional improvement in the school sett1ng. But, in 
order to elicit richer emp1rical data about this role and the phenomena 
of instructional leadership, research has now shifted from the 
quantitative to a quali tah ve approach (Foster, 1986). 
In a qualitative approach, such corollaries as bel1efs, 
relationships, and experiences of the people involved ln educat1on are 
used to study how the administrator meets the demands of lnstructional 
leadership. Hall inger (1990) stated, "we must argue that research on 
instructional leadership must address the thinking that underlies the 
exercise of leadership, not simply describe the discrete behav1ors of 
effective leaders" (p. 89). In this chapter, the knowledge base for 
instructional leadership will be presented. The first section reviews 
recent research of administrative instructional leadershlp. The second 
section focuses on the instructional process. The third section 
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reflects the relationshtp between admi.ntstrative i.nstructi.onal 
leadershtp and the 'instructional process through Glasser's Control 
Theory. Thi.s i.s i.mperahve, because the i.nsi.ght and relattonshi.p the 
pri.nci.pal has wi.th the tnstructi.onal process has a dtrect beartng on 
i.nstructi.on~ leadership. 
Admi.ni.strative Instructional Leadership 
Pri.nci.pals are considered good leaders i.f they are perceived by 
the teachers and the community to have a qual tty school (McCurdy, 
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1983). Numerous research studi.es have conf1 rmed that the key element 
i.n a quali.ty school i.s the pri.nctpal's leadership role i.n assurtng an 
excellent i.nstructi.onal program. Indeed, many textbooks that li.st the 
duti.es of a pri.nci.pal ci. te i.nstructi.onal leadership at the begi.nni.ng of 
the li.st. But, what exactly i.s i.nstructi.onal leadershtp? 
Tradi ttonally, i. nstructional leadership has been defi.ned as those 
ach vi. ti.es that foster the 'improvement of a person, group, or program 
(Gorton, 1983). To describe the li. terature assoctated w1 th 
admi.ni.strati.ve i.nstructi.onal leadership, three topi.cs wi.ll be 
presented: attributes of instructional leadershtp, tasks of the 
i.nstructi.onal leader, and existing models of instructional leadership. 
Attributes of Instructional LeadershiP-
Some beli.eve that tnstructi.onal leaders are not born, but must 
have certai.n qual i. ti.es whi.ch wi.ll enable them to reach the goal of 
i.nstructi.onal leadership (McCurdy, 1983). The research i.s l1m1 ted 1 n 
thi.s area; however, a look at some demographics and percephons of 
i.nstructi.onal leaders about thei.r role reveals some of thei.r 
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attributes. 
Sellars (1988) found a s1gn1 flcant relat1onsh1p between h1gh 
rati.ngs of princi.pals by theu teachers and that pnnc1pal 's pnor JOb 
ass1gnment and initial certif1cate. The teachers had more respect for 
those pr1ncipals who had been in the classroom several years and had 
speci.al cert1 fication, such as Learning D1s·abi.l i. ties Spec1al1st, 
Reading Specialist, etc. It has also been found that women were more 
i.ncl1ned to parhci.pate achvely i.n 1nstruct1onal leadersh1p than men; 
men preferred more trad1ti.onal management duhes (Wilson, 1988). 
Deal and Peterson (1990) i.n thei.r study descnbed an except1onal 
1nstruct1onal leader from San Francisco by saying that she valued h1gh 
academ1c performance, highl ighti.ng i. ts foundat1on i.n read1ng skills, 
and linking 1t to students' self esteem. She held a un1que value-based 
vi.si.on for her school. But, Deal and Peterson (1990) went a step 
further 1n thei.r study to say that the speci.fi.c content of the v1sion 
i.s not important, the simple existence of a vis1on 1s what counts. 
Bukowski. (1989), i.n h1s st~dy of Illinois pri.nci.pals and 
instructional leadership, took a random sample of 400 pnnci.pals and 
their supenntendents. When superintendents were asked about the 
pri.nci.pal 's most 1mportant role they sai.d that it was 1nstructi.onal 
leadership. However, thjs role was not at the top of the pr1nc1pals' 
list. Princi.pals cons1dered instructional leadership as moderately 
important, while other administrative duties, such as building manager 
and disci.pl inari.an took the top of the l i.st. 
However, Cooper (1989) found di. fferent results. She concluded 
instructional leaders must be eager, critical learners. In her study, 
she selected 149 successful pri.nci.pals and asked them to descnbe thei.r 
parti.ci.pati.on in professional development acti v1 ti.es and how they had 
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achieved their success. They did not debate whether they should be 
instructional leaders or ch1ef execut1ves. They cons1stently def1ned 
themselves as instruct1onal leaders. They learned how to 1mprove the1r 
schools by working with and learn1ng fr:om teachers, students, parents 
and the community members. They said that 'one of the most important 
aspects of instruc"tional leadership is to transform "diffuse needs into 
focused problems" (p. 15). 
SummarY-. Research shows that there are some key attributes of 
instructional leaders: 1) They must have been succes~ful teachers in 
the classroom; special certi ficatt,on in learning areas can also be an 
advantage; 2) women are more 1 ikely to participate in instruct1onal 
leadership activities than men; and 3) instructional leaders have a 
clear value-based vision for their" school. The method sampling 
procedures may also have a bearing on the results found in studies. 
Random sampling techniques do not yield high rankings of instructional 
leadership among principals in t~e general populat1on. However, when 
selective sampling takes, place (only those principals who are seen as 
successful), instructional leadership is ranked high on the list of 
duties of the principal. 
- -
Tasks of Instructional Leaders 
Much of the research on instructional leadership has been 
conducted as field studies in which 1 ists of tasks which should be 
performed were revealed. It is assumed that if these tasks are 
completed with rigor that the principal will have achieved the status 
of instructional leader. 
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Heck, Larsen, and Marcoul ides (1990) hypothesized that three 
latent variables were related to instructional leadership: school 
governance, instructional organization, and school cltmate. The1r 
sample included all public elementary and high schools 1n Caltfornia. 
They selected those schools which ~cored 'above the comparison band of 
similar schools. They gathered questionnaire data from 56 schools and 
388 participants (56 princip9ls and 332 teachers). 
In the governance domain, principals i,nvolve teachers to a 
greater extent in instructional decision mciking. They also protect 
teachers from external pressures and interference from 'both the 
community and central office (Figur,e 1}. 
Figure 1. Predictive Model of Principal Instructional Leadership 
(Heck, Larsen & Marcoulides, 1990, 100) 
In the student achievement domain, instructional leadership 
behaviors of the principal had a direct effect on students' 
standardized test scores. The principals had high expectations of 
students academic behavior and social behavior. The principals had a 
system of rewards and sanctions for those students achteving 
those expectations. 
In the domain of school climate, school goals were clearly 
communicated to everyone. Efforts by the pnne1pal were made toward 
maintaining faculty morale and enthusiasm. The pnne1pal was also 
h1ghly visible in the community and was a communicator of those goals 
and achievements (F1gure 1). 
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In the 1nstructional organization domain, the pnnc1pals develop 
goals which are consistent w1th the district's aims. The follow1ng 
list of activities fell 1nto this category: 
1. Help teachers acquue needed instructional resources, 
2. Directly supervlSe how instructional strate,gies are 
transformed into learn1ng experiences in the classroom, 
3. Provide follow-up feedback to help teachers improve, 
4. Fosters the use of test data 1n making changes 1n the 
instructional program, 
5. Encourages -effectlve classroom mont tonng of student 
progress, 
6. Evaluates curr1cular programs, and 
7. Identi. fies i.mportant inservice needs for teachers. 
(Heck, Larsen, & Marcoulides, 1990) 
The researchers cautioned that there may be other behav1ors of 
successful instructional leaders not found in th1s study and that there 
is a need to develop a set of informal instruct1onal leadersh1p 
behaviors that would impact student achievement (Heck, Larsen & 
Marcoulides, 1990). 
Similarly, the following l i.st of instructional leadership 
functions was campi led by McCurdy (1983): 
1. Frame school goals and objectives, 
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2. Develop and promote h1gh expectations of students, 
3. Establish and promote h1gh academ1c standards, 
4. Assess and monitor student performance, 
5. Protect 1nstruct1onal t1me, 
6. Acquire strong knowledge of curriculum and 1nstruct1on, 
7. Coordinate curr1culum, 
8. Promote and support instruchonal improvement, 
9. Supervise and evaluate instruction, and 
10. Create a product1ve work environment. (p. 30) 
McCurdy (1983) noted that while some of the leadership 1 terns 
listed above are important in most schools, the manner in which they 
are implemented must reflect adaptations to the needs of the students, 
the expectations of the teachers, and the community. Tyler (1983) 
agrees. He notes that "efforts to improve the effectiveness of schools 
cannot be intelligently directed without understanding the dynamics of 
particular schools" (p. 462). 
To other professionals, the task of instruct1onal leadership 
seems to center around one activity, supervision, which involves 
telling a teacher what 1s expected and observing to make sure he or she 
has conformed (Glatthorn, 1984). Wilson (1988) found that 
instructional leadership was not enhanced by the use of the Madeline 
Hunter Evaluation technique. Only those principals who actually spent 
time with students and teachers in the classroom had a significant 
1mpact on student achievement. 
It appears, then, that instructional leadership is not a list of 
tasks or a supervisory process. Instead it 1s a much more complex and 
complicated leadership endeavor. 
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Models of Instructtonal Leadershtp_ 
Some researchers have dectded that a model of tnstructtonal 
leadership may be of assistance to those who would like to become 
instructional leaders. Reyes and Capper (1991) in thetr study created 
two instructional leadershtp models to study the student dropout rate. 
Both frameworks were used to examtne urban prtncipals and thetr tmpact 
on the student dropout problem. In their first model, they presented 
instructional leadershtp from the structuralist-functtonal tst 
framework. It consisted of ideas from research of effecttve schools 
and effective school leaders. Traditional functions of schools were 









Figure 2. Model of Instructional Leadership 
(Reyes & Capper, 1991, p. 534) 
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The authors en hci.zed theu Model for Instruchonal Leadersh1P-
as depi.cti.ng only the interactive relahonsh1p w1 thi.n the 1nst1 tuhonal 
context, and between the pnnc1pal, and the students. The communi. ty 
was left out. Its mai.n object1ve 1s to show the stab1l1ty or 
i.nstabi.li.ty of a school and relate 1t to student outcomes; a factory 
model. The results of the study showed that pr1nc1pals 1gnored the 
power i.nequi.ti.es wi.thi.n the school culture and between school and 
community, thus mai.nta1ni.ng the status quo. No structural change was 
ever proposed. The pri.nc1pals blamed the students and the communi. ty 
for the hi.gh rate of student dropouts. 
Thei.r second model for i.nstructi.onal leadersh1p depicted a 
cri.ti.cal perspective of alternative functions, that was called an 
IntergroUP- Power Relations Model for LeadershiP- (F1gure 3). Reyes and 
Capper (1991) recommend structural change based on thei. r second model, 
a cri. heal model. Th1s 1ncorporates an i.nteract1ve relahonshi.p 
between the pri.nci.pal 's bel i.efs, the i.nsti.tuti.on, and the community. 
Thi.s depi.cts the power relations wi. thi.n the school and the school's 
associ.ati.on wi. th i. ts communi. ty and the broader soc1ety. These 
relati.onsh1ps could influence the i.nstructi.onal leadersh1p of the 
admi.ni.strators as they shape the schools' culture and mod1 fy the 
i.nstructi.onal organi.zati.on to affect student outcomes (Reyes & Capper, 
1991). 
Intergroup Power 
Relati.ons Wi. thi.n 
Soci.ety As A Whole 
, Communi.ty Context 











Pri. nci. pal's 
Beli.efs & Atti.tudes 
Relationships Between 
School and Commun1 ty Groups 
Fi.gure 3. Intergroup Pow~r Relations Model for. Leadership (Reyes & 
Capper, 1991, p. 537) 
Power relations i.n the school can be vi.ewed as levels of power 
between superintendents, pri.nci.pals, teachers, and students; i.n the 
communi. ty, the power relations are between upper, mi.ddle and lower 
classes. Pri.nci.pals beli.efs and atti.tudes were i.ncluded as part of 
thi.s framework. 
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The purpose of· Reyes and Capper's (1991) study was to explore the 
pri.nci.pals' perception of the student dropout problem and the soluti.ons 
they proposed. To achi.eve the most desi. red student outcomes all the 
powers must be equalized. S1nce schools are entering an era in which 
more and more students are considered at r1sk, Reyes and Capper (1991) 
recommended further research in perceptions of school pnncipals and 
how school culture and instructional organizat1on can prov1de a 
relevant difference in the education of all children. They also 
suggested focusing research on subu~ba~ and rural schools. 
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Reyes and Capper's study revealed the administrator's need for 
control and power. These factors.may have an influence on the 
principal's leadership beliefs and how s/he interacts wi:th students and 
the community. Power relations appear to be seen as a force to be 
dealt with. 
Summar.Y-
Instructional leadership is not the sole domain of the pnncipal, 
or any certain teacher. Perhaps many would only call teachers 
instructional leaders and pr1ncipals building managers. However, a 
model for solving the problems of inst.ructional leadership may be in 
vain because it involves too many cqmplex issues to be dealt with 
simply. Campbell (1982) asserted that "the educational administrator 
is working with professionals who feel, often rightly, that they know 
more about teaching than he does" (p. 172). Yet the principal is put 
in charge of the school and its instructional program. The act1vities 
which apply to instruchonal leadershi,p are often conflicting and 
confusing. A review of the instructional process may shed light on 
some solutions to this dilemma. 
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Learning Process 
There are at least two v1ews of learn1ng. In th1s sect1on these 
v1ews will be examined in order to illuminate the relat1onsh1p each has 
to admi ni strati ve i nst ructi.onal leadership. 
Mechanistic Views of Learn1ng 
Many educators believe that students are empty vessels who need 
to be filled with knowledge. The preva1l1ng and mechanist1c view 1s 
that learning is diff1cult and takes place sporadically, as a result of 
soli. tory individual effort. Under these condi hans, then, learning 
occurs most frequently when lessons are broken down and properly 
organized and rewarded. In this view, students must have a deliberate 
intention to learn and give learn1ng their full attent1on. 
Under this perspective, some students are better at learning than 
others, but anyth1ng can be learned if attempted often enough. 
Learning comes and goes, and most often what 1s learned is forgotten if 
not repeated and rehearsed all the t1me (Smith, 1992). Therefore, 
students need to be coerced into rote memorization through habit 
formation based on repetition of the correct answers. Here is a l1st 
of tasks for a habit-form1ng lesson plan: 
1. Subjects to be learned are broken down 1nto sequential skill 
units by the experts in the field, e1ther the teacher or the 
textbook; 
2. Skills are presented to the class by the teacher; and 
3. The students are then expected to demonstrate use of this 
knowledge on paper. (Camborne, 1988, p. 21) 
In the mechanistic view, students must be intent, focused, and 
well disciplined. They must learn skills in the r1ght order, or they 
wi 11 become confused and develop learning problems. Students must 
learn knowledge from someone older and wiser. They must constantly 
review memorized matenal so that they w1ll not forget. 
Developmental Views of Learning 
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The mechanistic v1ew looks at learning as memorizahon, wh1le the 
developmental view looks at learn1ng as growth. Smith (1992) descnbes 
th1s developmental v1ew: 
Learning is continuous, spontaneous, and effortless, requ1ring no 
particular attention, conscious motivation, or spec1f1c 
re1nforcement; learn1ng occurs in all types of s1tuat1ons and 1s 
not subject to forgett1ng. (p. 432) 
Many educators are adopt1ng th1s developmental v1ew and us1ng 1t 
1n their classrooms. Some call it a grass roots effort and only those 
who are free to take r1sks, ded1cated, energet1c and creat1ve can carry 
this vision forward. What these teachers actually do when engaged in 
the act of teach1ng is motivated by what they bel1eve about learners, 
the way learning occurs, and how it can be brought about (Camborne, 
1988). This viewpoint supports the belief that learning takes place 
when the learners, and their 1 i fe experiences, interact with new 
1nformation which forms the basis for future learn1ng. From th1s 
perspective, learning is cyclical and differs 1n degree and depth as 
learners develop (Reid, Forrestal, & Cook, 1989): 
Instructional Processes 
There are at least three instructional processes that support the 
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developmental viewpoint of learning: whole language, cooperat1 ve 
learn1ng, and reflect1ve 1nstruct1onal processes. Each supports the 
viewpo1nts that learning must be expenenced and hol1st1c; learn1ng may 
occur anyt1me and with or from anyone. 
Whole Lang_y_g_g~ 
Whole language method is an instruct1onal process which favors a 
holistic view instead of skills or1ented lessons presented 1n a 
segmented format. It 1s not new. John Dewey (1938) advocated th1s 
type of student centered learning actlvity in the early 1900s. Jean 
P1aget (1971) followed 1n his footsteps with theories of developmental 
learning from 1940-1970. Educators have always valued hol1stic 
strategies, but engaged 1n them only if there were enough extra time 
left over from the regular skills lessons (Taylor, 1989). The whole 
language approach seeks to make hal isti.c experiences the major 
curriculum for students. Camborne (1988) suggests that this follows 
the whole language model for instructional process: 
1. Immersion- Learners are immersed in texts of all k1nds. 
2. Demonstration - Learners receive many demonstrations of how 
texts are constructed and used. 
3. Expectation - Expectation of those to whom learners are 
bonded are powerful coercers of behav1or. "We ach1eve what we 
expect to achieve; we fail if we expect to fail; we are more 
likely to engage with demonstration of those whom we regard as 
signi fi.cant and who hold high expectations for us" (p. 33). 
4. Responsibility- Learners need to make thei.r own dec1si.ons 
about when, how and what "bi.ts" to learn in any learn1ng task. 
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Learners who lose the ab1l i ty to make dec1s1ons are "depowered." 
Help1ng learners to make these decisions const1 tutes the art1st1c 
d1mensions of teaching. 
5. Use- Learners need time and opportunity to use, employ, and 
practice the1 r developing control in funct1onpl, real ishc, non-
artificial ways. 
6. Approximation - Learners must be free to approximate the 
desired model - "m1Stakes" are essential for learn1ng to occur. 
7. Response - Learners must receive feedback from more 
knowledgeable "others." Responses must be relevant, appropriate, 
timely, readily available, non-threatening, and w1th no str1ngs 
attached. 
This model and the use of whole language strategies takes an 
energetic, creative teacher, or teachers working cooperatively 
together. There is no instruction manual. Teachers must be 1n tune 
with the students and their strengths and needs. Teachers must also be 
aware when feedback and coachablemoments arise and of each ch1ld's 
developmental readiness stage. A cooperative learning environment 
needs to be in place, where students, can learn from and depend on each 
other. These topics are the focus of the next two sect1ons. 
Cooperative Learning 
Cooperative learning is based on the .philosophy that humans are 
naturally curious and learn to make sense of the world and make mean1ng 
of what goes on around them. "It is through th1nking, interaction and 
cooperation with other people that our capacity and potential for 
learning increases and develops" (Reid et al., 1989, p. 7). 
Cooperahve learni.ng i.s achi.eved by students worklng together 1n 
vari.ous small groups for the purpose of learn1ng. 
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Research has shown that students generate more 1deas 1n a 
collaborati.ve group than they do alone or 1n whole class d1scuss1on 
(Bruner, 1986). They have more i.nc1dental and planned occasi.ons to use 
language as an i.nstrument for learni.ng, so that learni.ng occurs from 
each other by explai.ni.ng, questi.oni.ng, rem1nd1ng and i.mag1n1ng. 
Students can real1ze that the1r own thoughts and exper1ences are of 
value when they are parhci.pati.ng wi. th the group and acqu1 nng new 
knowledge. In thi.s way, the role of t.he teacher has changed from one 
that gi.ves knowledge to one who assi.sts or coaches 1n gai.n1ng new 
knowledge (Barnes & Todd, 1977). 
As i.n whole language, there i.s no manual for di.rect1ons, but a 
general sequence of events may be helpful i.n gui.d1ng students 1n the 
process: 
1. Engagement: The teacher or student provi.des 1nput for the 
whole class. 
2. Explorati.on: Small group talk. 
3. Transformati.on: Students engage i.n an acti.v1ty to restructure 
i. n fo rmati. on. 
4. Presentati.on: Pa1rs of students combi.ne to share thei.r 
results. 
5. Reflecti.on: Small groups talk about what they have learned. 
They ask themselves: What have I learned? How do I feel about 
thi.s? How i.mportant i.s thi.s to me? How does i.t connect wi.th 
what I have learned before? Have I done what I have set out to 
do? What do I need to learn next? What di.d I thi.nk of the 
learni.ng process? In what ways can I 'improve my own learni.ng? 
(Re1d et al. , 1989) 
Speci. fi.c cooperahve learn1ng methods 1nclude: Student Teams-
Achlevement di.v1si.ons (STADS); Teams-Games-Tournament (TGT); J1gsaw; 
Team Accelerated Instruct1on; and Cooperat1ve Integrated Read1ng and 
Composi.t1on (Slavi.n, 1988). 
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Studi.es of cooperati.ve learning someti.mes get mi.xed results when 
measured by standardi.zed assessment tests (Glassman, 1988; Stevens, 
1987). The reason for this could be that the cooperat1ve learn1ng 
programs have not been 1n practi.ce long enough or that the more 
1mmediate results are found in quali. tati.ve measurement techniques (Rei.d 
et al., 1989). These techniques may reveal 1ncreased self conhdence, 
motivati.on, and cultural appreci.ation. 
P1erce (1987) found that minority students were more successful 
when cooperati.ve learn1ng processes were used in the classroom. Three 
elements contri.buted to thei.r success: 'interest and mot1vati.on, 
intell1gence and development, and psychosocial access. Glassman 
(1988), i.n her study of two elementary schools in New York City, found 
that student achievement from standardi.zed tests did not 1ncrease after 
one year of usi.ng cooperative learni.ng processes. However, 1n another 
study by Stevens (1987), s1gni hcant gains were made on standardized 
tests in two fi.eld exper1ments. More research 1s needed i.n th1s fi.eld 
of study usi.ng both quantttati.ve and quali.tattve techni.ques. 
The whole language approach and the reflective component are very 
valuable i.n cooperati.ve learning. It i.s necessary to keep in m1nd that 
these processes have the same phi.losophi.cal background and are 
dependent on each other. 
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The Reflective Instruchonal Process 
Reflective practice 1s a cycle of thought based on professional 
experience. In this process, educators, teachers and pr1nc1pals should 
be seen as creative arhst/des1gners rather than eng1neers/techn1c1ans. 
However, educators are increas1ngly under pressure to document qual1 ty 
control through mandated standardized tests. As a result, teachers 1n 
Amer1ca are seen as factory workers and children as raw materials 
(Goodman, 1978). 
There are basically four aspects of reflect1ve pract1ce that are 
both sequential and cyclical: describing, 1nform1ng, confront1ng, and 
reconstructing (Wellington, 1991). The questions that demand act1ve 
answers are: 
1. What do I do? 
2. What does th1s mean? 
3. How did I come to be this way? 
4. How might I do th1ngs differently? 
Wellington (1991) noted that "I believe, reflect1ve pract1ce 
reminds us that the roots of our profession lie 1n serv1ce to people, 
rather than to systems" (p. 4). He saw this process as one which can 
help educators refocus activities. 
Reflective practice has very broad applications 1n the field of 
educat1on. It is a new technique for teachers to use with students. 
It is a self evaluation technique or a way to formati. vely evaluate 
students, teachers, and administrators. It provides for hands-on, 
process-learning si tuati.ons where the student learns by dmng and the 
teacher is seen as a coach. 
Schon (1990) provided sample lessons and case studies 1n 
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architecture and music to tllustrate his point. In a reflecttve 
educational setttng, student and coach are tn confltct, because the 
meanings held by each are incongruent. The coach's language refers to 
constructs which the student has not yet clatmed as hts/hers, because 
it has not been experienced yet. The intention ts to try to resolve 
the conflict so that the student enters the coach's world where the 
coach will try to help the student. The coa~h will not teach the 
student, but will coach the student i~ expertenctng the solutton for 
him/herself. The result ts reflective practice. It is used when 
communicating, teaching, consulting and solvtng problems. The belief 
is that people cannot be taught knowledge, but they can be helped to 
learn it for themselves (Schon, 1990) .. 
Schon (1990) proposed that teaching is an art and, in order to 
learn an art, you must practtce and reflect on that practice. Doctors, 
lawyers and teachers a~e, or should be, professtonal arttsts. They are 
called constructionists. Practt honers of other fields, objectt vists, 
deal with things as they are. They manipulate objects to achieve 
sanctioned ends. How to solve problems is usually seen from the 
"effectiveness" of intervention, which is manipulation. Reflective 
educators do not function in this way at all. 
SummarY-
The instructional processes described above are based on a 
developmental theory, rather than a mechanistic one. This theory comes 
from an antt-posi tivist stance that supports the assumption that there 
are not concrete answers in the world and reality must be perceived by 
the individual and learned from that perspective. Humans are special 
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creatures who make themselves what they are and i.nterpret thetr own 
world so that they may li.ve the best ltfe they see ftt. As educators, 
we can present holi.sti.c sttuati.ons, allow students to use language and 
thei.r peers to solve problems, and permi.t each student to reflect on 
thetr experi.ences. All three of these i.nstructtonal approaches puts 
the power of learning tn the hands of the students and promotes a warm, 
cari.ng atmosphere conducive to the learning process. 
Control Theory 
Some bel i.eve that the integration of admtntstrative tnstructi.onal 
leadershi.p wi.th the instructi.onal process is neccesary tn order for 
true administrative tnstructional leadershi.p to take place. The 
admtnistrator must support and model the shared tnstructi.onal practtces 
of the school community (McCurdy, 1983). 
Perhaps the most fi. ttt ng li. teratu re wht ch integrates 
administrative instructional leadership and the i.nstructtonal process 
is Glasser's Control Theory. While i.t has not been integrated tnto the 
basic literature on admtntstrative theory, Lindahl (1991) has said that 
it should be. The baste phi.losophy behind Glasser's work ts that each 
i.ndividual is a control system capable of determi.ni.ng his/her own 
behavior, thought, and feeling. "Nothtng we do is caused by what 
happens outside of us" and "how you feel i.s not controlled by others or 
events" (Glasser, 1984, p. 1,3). 
According to Glasser (1984), people have five basic needs: 
survival and reproduction, belonging, power, freedom, and fun. Each 
indi.vidual responds to these needs and determi.nes his/her behavior 
accordi.ng to hi.ghly personal i.zed "picture albums tn our heads" (p. 23). 
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These p1cture albums represent the particular l1 fe the 1nd1 v1dual wants 
to hve and by what s/he 1s mot1vated. There 1s no pnonty order for 
the f1ve basic needs, so somet1mes these basic needs can be 1n 
conflict. For instance, "when you attempt to use power, you almost 
always lose belonging" (p. 179). 
"Unless we do someth1ng to restructure classes so that they are 
more satisfying, there is no sense jn telling students how valuable 
classes are and how much they need them. That 1s our p1cture, not 
theirs" (Glasser, 1986, p. 54). Therefore, 1n the classroom, 
mechanistic lecture methods of instruction must be abandoned. 
Educators cannot coerce a student into work or learning 1f s/he does 
not believe the work is satisfying. Glasser v1ewed rewards as a form 
of external coercion that can be damaging to students as well as 
teachers. 
In each school, teachers w1ll not put forth the1r best effort 
unless they believe there is qual1 ty in what they are do1ng or asked to 
do. A freedom of choice adds to the quality of that job (Glasser, 
1990). This case was g1ven as an example: 
The lead teacher will also be criticized for car1ng too much and 
told that too much personal 1nvolvement is unprofess1onal. She 
will be admonished to keep the state assessment tests 1n mind and 
to fragment the subject so that students will do better on these 
tests, even though this approach fails to capture the attention 
of over half the students. (p. 55) 
This situation makes it difficult for the teacher to form a satisfying 
picture of the job. It may lead to boredom which, according to Glasser 
(1990), is the enemy of quality performance. 
In administration, Glasser notes the difference between "lead-
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managers" and "boss-managers." Lead-managers never coerce; they make 
an effort to talk to teachers about theu gnevances and are open to 
ideas about how the school may be improved. No two people share the 
same pictures, so people must work cooperatively with respect. 
Administrators must not waste time and effort trying to control people; 
instead they must help teachers determine for themselves what ts 
quality and what they believe is the best way to reach that goal of 
quality. 
Glasser (1986) stressed that supervtsors must be warm, fnendly 
and concerned about their staff and let them say what they are doing 
and of what they are proud. Supervisors must take a proacttve role in 
li.mi ting teachers' self crt ttcism and in promottng their self-praise 
and self-esteem. Working together makes it possible to find better 
ways to solve problems (Lindahl , 1991) . 
These strategies carry over to the classroom. Teachers can give 
the students control over the rul~s and make extensive use of small 
collaborative groups in which students help each other. In other 
words, Control Theory promotes the cpncept of collaborative schools as 
a whole. Lunenburg and Ornstein (1991) stated that the control theory 
needs to be examined carefully to differentiate it from other models. 
Summary 
In this chapter, the knowledge base for instructional leadership 
was examined through current instructional leadership studies, current 
instructional practices, and Glasser's Control Theory for 
administrators. There appear to be two conflicting messages in the 
literature. One message implies that administrators must be powerful 
and control teachers and students, while the, other impl tes that they 
should listen and work collaborat'ively wtth teachers and students. 
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The literature has supported vartous aspects of tnstructtonal 
leadershtp. Three toptcs concerning thts topic were dtscussed: 
attrtbutes of tnstructtonal leadership, tasks of instructtonal leaders, 
and extsttng models of instructional le~dership. Most of them focused 
on school climate, teacher supervision, and students lec;:~rning. 
Current instructional practices include whole language methods, 
cooperative learning methods, and reflecttve practtce. All three 
support an developmental view of learn,ing, rather than a mechanisttc 
one. 
Glasser's Control Theory was seen as a way to tntegrate the 
tnstructional process with instructional leadership. Using thts 
theory, the administrator can become lead-managers tnstead of boss-
managers, therefore helptng people ful f'i ll thetr baste needs of 
belonging, power, fun, and freedom. 
If educators truly believe in l'i fe long learntng, then all people 
are students and coaches simultaneously. The behaviors of prtndpals 
are motivated by what they believe about learners, the ways tn which 
learning occurs, and issues of control. Admintstrators must reflect on 
their beliefs and act accordtngly. 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF ,THE DATA 
The purpose of thi.s study was to exani.ne i.nstruct1onal 
leadershi.p, emphasi.Zlng the i.nfluence the admi.n1strator has on the 
i.nstructi.onal process. Vi.ewi.ng i.nstructi.onal leadersh1p from th1s 
perspecti. ve requi. red a qual i. tati. ve research method that would reveal 
the nature of each admi.ni.strator 's experiences. 
Tradi. ti.onal sci.enti. fi.c methods of research, based on the 
phi.losophi.cal assumpti.on that a real i. ty exi.sts wh1ch can be pred1cted 
and controlled, li.mi.ts the di.scovery of phenomena. Quali.tati.ve 
research methods assume the noti.on of "mul ti.ple real i. ti.es" (L 1ncoln & 
Guba, 1985, p. 33). Thus, standard fi.eld methods were employed to 
collect data. Th1s chapter i.ncludes: 1) establishment of bi.as, 2) 
populati.on and parti.ci.pant selecti.on, 3) si.te and admi.n1strator 
descri.pti.ons, 4) data collectlon and categonzati.on processes, 5) 
descri. pti.on of collected documents, 6) admi.ni.strators' perceptlons of 
educati.on, and 7) teachers' percepti.on of admi.ni.strators. 
Establ i.shment of Bi.as 
I am a teacher, w1th 16 years of experi.ence 1n elementary and 
mi.ddle school setti.ngs. As a Readi.ng Speci.ali.st, I have served as a 
teacher of students at ri. sk for most of my career. I have become very 
attached to my students and followed thei.r school career. Thi.s 
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personal type of involvement, I believe ts necessary for educators. I 
am an instructional leader as a teacher and there are many more out 
there like me. I also believe that pnncipals ar·e presented wt th more 
instructional leadership opportunities. Therefore, I em tnterested in 
the subject of administrative instructional leadership. 
Because of thts bias I ha'(Erattempted to step back from my 
research from time to time to, take a look from an outsider's 
perspective. Although bias is always present, the researcher cannot 
' ' 
make up data that are not present or make data, fit into categories 
which cannot be_ filled. Therefore, it is the readers' prerogative to 
envision their own situation in light of this research. 
Population and Participant Selection 
Participants in the study included principals and superintendents 
in suburban a~d rural school districts in a midwestern state. Eight 
administrators and 16 teachers agreed to participate at their school 
sites. They were recommended by other educators, professors, 
administrators, and teachers outside their schools. Five of the 
principals and school sites chosen for this study had received awards 
of excellence from their local county reading council or the state's 
administrator organization. Two others had received outstanding 
recommendations from college professors.' Teachers were recommended by 
their administrators. 
A guarantee of anonymity was made to the administrators and 
teachers who participated. Because of those guarantees, pseudonyms are 
substituted for their real names in the data reporting section. 
This study began in February and continued through May, 1992. 
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Data Collection 
The semi-structured 1nterview served as the dom1nant mode of data 
collectlon. Ethnograph1c observations and the collect1on of appl1cable 
documents and publications were also employed. 
Ethnog.r:a.phic observations 
The focus of each observation was on the instruct1onal leadership 
of the pnncipal. Observations were recorded in handwntten notes, 
which were used to compile typewritten field notes. General 
observations of each site w1ll be summarized as S1te and Adm1n1strator 
Descriptions. 
Documents 
A variety of documents were collected, includ1ng agendas of 
faculty meetings, memos, school newspapers, and grant proposals. The 
purpose was to track written evidence of admimstrative 1nstruct1onal 
leadership. 
Interviews 
The principal and two faculty members were interv1ewed at each 
school site. Since the aim of the study was to determine the 
perceptions of elementary administrators, semi-structured, open ended 
questions were asked. The protocol is included in Appendix A. 
Administrator interv1ews were videotaped and later transcribed to aid 
in categorization of data. 
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Teachers' interv1ews were not taped; handwn tten notes were taken 
and transcribed into typewritten notes the same day. The teacher 
1nterviews focused on how the administrator was 1nvolved in their 
classrooms and exercised instructional leadersh1p. The teacher 
interview protocol is included 1n Appendix A. 
S1 te and Administrator Descriptions 
Corbin and Strauss (1990) recommended th(Jt sites and respondents 
be chosen deliberately, because opportunities could be max1mized to 
elicit data along the hnes of the 1nvestigation more read1ly. 
Therefore, selection rationale and site descnption, are presented for 
each administrator, school site, and the teachers at that S1 te. 
Sunset Park Elementary School 
Randy Haywood of Sunset Park Elementary was recommended by 
several teachers in his school district. They believe that he is a 
good principal. He evaluates ,himself yearly and tries to 1mprove. He 
also has good rapport with the. staff and community. The students 
admire and respect him and he initiates many school wide programs to 
encourage learning. 
Randy has 13 years in administration following five years in the 
classroom. He taught science and math in fifth and s1xth grades. He 
is a man in his early forties. He is very professionally dressed and 
he hesitates to dress in costume on special days. 
One teacher interviewed was a kindergarten teacher. The other 
was a special education teacher. Both seemed very involved with the 
school and the other teachers in the building. Each provided 
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thoughtful comments during the 1nterview. They were very aware of the 
total cl1mate and of Randy's 1nfluence 1n the school. The k1ndergarten 
teacher told about her students' fasc1nation with touch1ng Randy. She 
believed that this was because he came to the classroom and read to 
them regularly. The spec1al educahon teacher was concerned Wl th the 
negat1ve teachers in her part of the school and Randy's 1nab1l1ty to 
deal with them. 
Sunset Park Elementary school commons area and halls are f1lled 
Wl th students' work and accompllshments. During the spnng months the 
commons area was decorated with hot air balloons, sticker charts and 
words that read "Up, Up and Away with Reading." There was a relaxed, 
happy feeling among students, teachers, and parents. Ch1ldren v1sited 
with each other during lunch time and some parents ate w1th their 
children. Each teacher 1n each wing decorated the hall w1th students' 
work. Most classroom doors were open, giving a welcome feel1ng to 
visitors. 
Sunset Park Elementary has a student populat1on of 565 students. 
Grade levels range from kindergarten to f1fth grade. It is a Chapter 1 
school, with pull out programs for Reading and Math. (A Chapter 1 
school is a school with a minimum percentage of its population 
qualifying for free or reduced lunches based on low 1ncome.) It 1s 
located in a suburban area and serves a working class commun1ty. 
Jefferson Elementary School 
Ted Ti ffinaur was recommended by a professor at the um vers i ty. 
Ted was a student of the professor, who believed Ted was an excellent 
principal. The professor admired Ted's classwork and experiences he 
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had shared with his classmates at the university. 
Ted has f1ve years classroom experience teaching 1nstrumental 
mus1c in Junior High and H1gh School, and five years counsel1ng 
experience at the Junior High level. He is in h1s fourth year as 
principal at Jefferson Elementary. All of his exper1ence has been 1n 
one d1strict. Ted 1s a man of smaller than average stature. He 1s 1n 
his late thirt1es. He likes to dress to f1t the occa~1on and be one of 
the staff. He has a comfortable, quiet nature about him. 
Following the adm1nistrator 1nterv1ew, I spoke w1 th the Read1ng 
Specialist and a k1ndergarten teacher. Each had d1 fferent views of 
Ted. The Reading Specialist thought that he was a good admin1strator, 
but did not have enough knowledge of elementary school to be as 
effective as he should be. The kindergarten teacher saw h1m as very 
knowledgeable and pointed out that because he d1d not have elementary 
classroom experience, he had taken courses in early childhood to become 
more knowledgeable. She believed that this helped h1m to become a 
better administrator by enabling him to help in her classroom. 
An attractive showcase decorates the entrance of the school and 
is the only decoration in that part of the hall. There is another 
showcase on the other side of the school by the library. A bulletin 
board is the center of attention in the cafeteria, where the names of 
students of the month are d1Splayed. Student's work 1s displayed only 
inside the classrooms. 
Jefferson has a large teachers' lounge, w1 th three tables, 
couches, and chairs. It looked like a wonderful place to vis1t and 
relax. A corner of the library is sectioned off for the teachers' 
professional library. It is stocked with books, notes and v1deo tapes. 
Jefferson is an attractive elementary school in a suburban 
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communi. ty. It i.s centrally located. There are apartment complexes 
close by and lower middle class housing, too. It is a Chapter 1 school 
wi.th pull out Reading and Math Programs. Jefferson has a student 
population of 625 students. The grade levels range from 
kindergarten to fifth grade. 
McKinleY- ElementarY- School 
Jenni. fer was recommended by several teachers in the area. When I 
told people about my research- they would say, "You should 1nterv1ew 
Jenni. fer Wilkerson at McKinley. I've heard from· my fnends over there 
what a great pri.nci.pal she is." When I would ask other principals 
about her, they would say the same thing. The fact that her teachers 
really 1 iked her was the basis for the selection. 
Jennifer came to Oklahoma from. Pennsylvania where she got her 
Bachelor of Science degree from Pennsylvania State Universi. ty i.n early 
childhood education. She came to Oklahoma wi.th her husband 1n 1969. 
Oklahoma did not have a stat~ suppqrted kindergarten at that t1me, so 
she taught first grade. She then· received her Master of Sc1ence degree 
in counseling and became certified in administration. She has 24 years 
total experience in the district, the last four being at McKinley as 
elementary principal. She is the only woman admin1strator in the 
district. Jennifer is a large woman in her early 50's. She was 
professionally dressed on the day of the interview, but the teachers 
said that she participates every· dress up day with the staff and 
students. She often drives a school bus when the students go on field 
trips. 
Following the interview, I spoke wi.th the Reading Specialist and 
a second grade teacher. Both were i.n agreement about Jenn1 fer's 
effect1veness i.n 1nstructi.onal leadership. They sai.d that she worked 
long hours and was totally involved 1n every aspect of the school and 
the people. 
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McKinley i.s a K-3 elementary school, w1th 600 students. The 
surrounding communi. ty i.s a worklng class suburb of a large metropol1 tan 
area. There are a si.gni.fi.cant number of poor fami.l1es applying for 
free and reduced lunches, so that McKinley quali.fi.es for Chapter 1 
funds. Grades one through three are on the mai.n campus and the 
kindergarten i.s across the street. 
As I entered the school, i.t was relatively qu1et. After talk1ng 
to the secretary, I learned that state mandated testing was i.n 
progress. The halls were decorated wi.th children's work and art. By 
the end of the i.ntervi.ew, the students went to lunch. There was a 
lively atmosphere. Some students went 1nto the off1ce to do some work 
or talk to the secretary or counselor. Jenn1fer has a boom1ng voice, 
wh1ch carries down the hall. It gave a jovi.al feel1ng to the school. 
One teacher took her students for a walk before lunch. It was sort of 
a walk; she and the students were <skipping and jumping down the 
sidewalk. 
Bellwood ElementarY- School 
Sara was recommended by Dave Jenson, supenntendent of Sunset 
Publi.c Schools, and Jennifer Wilkerson, principal of McKinley Public 
School, a community whi.ch neighbors Bellwood. Both said that they 
liked Sara's i.deas and were impressed wi.th her energetic pursuit of 
knowledge about ways to improve her school. Sara had five years 
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experience as a Learning D1sabilities Teacher. This was her first year 
as an adm1n1strator. She 1s an Elementary Supenntendent. 
Sara is a very small woman in her late twenties. She has a soft 
vo1ce. She was dressed very profess1onally on the day of the 
interview. The teachers said that she usually does not dress 1n 
costume for special days. 
Follow1ng the 1nterview, I spoke with· a second/third grade 
teacher and a f1 fth/sixth grade teacher. They were both in agreement 
about Sara's great beginning as an administrator. 
Bellwood is a small rural school of about 100 students, grades K-
8. When the students graduate from the eighth grade they have the 
option of attending Beinville or McKinley schools. It has been 
trad1tional for most students to drop out of school after e1ghth grade. 
Most of the fami 1 ies are descendants of the coal m1ners who once 1 ived 
there. It is a very poor community, but steeped in traditional values. 
Sara said that most of the students walked or rode the1r b1kes to 
school. They never lock them and there had never been any theft. 
Hoover Elementary School 
Martha Simms was recommended by a university professor and 
principals in the area. She was said to be a very ambitious 
administrator. Those who recommended her said that she would be able 
to reflect on her position as elementary princ1pal and had some good 
ideas for administrators, wh1ch she was able to implement. As central 
office elementary coordinator, she advises the elementary principals in 
her district. 
Martha had taught fourth grade for five years and had f1ve years 
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expenence as a counselor. Her fi.rst job as an adm1mstrator was as an 
ass1stant pr1nc1pal. She served as ass1stant pr1nc1pal 1n two 
d1fferent schools before becom1ng a full ti.me pr1nc1pal at Hoover. She 
was pri.nc1pal there. for f1ve years. Thi.s i.s her second year as a 
Central Off1ce Elementary Curriculum Coordinator. 
Martha i.s a small woman, about 50 years old. She was sa1d to 
have a qui.et demeanor and a dry sense of humor. Teachers who had 
parti.ci.pated i.n workshops wi. th her sa1d that she was a "scream." 
Following the i.nterv1ew, Martha nom1nated two teachers I could 
talk to. One was a fi.fth grade teacher and one was a th1rd grade 
teacher. Both of them sai.d that Martha was a very good pnne1pal who 
made them thi.nk about some 'instructional practices they had never 
thought of before. She was able to 'influence the1r teach1ng i.n an 
exci. t i. ng way. 
Benni.ngs 1s a large school di.stri.ct wi. th about 15 elementary 
schools. Each school has an enrollment of about 600 students, w1th a 
pri.nci.pal and an assistant pri.nci.pal. The assistant pr1nc1pals teach 
half day. It has a Chapter 1 program. The offi.ce where Martha works 
was pleasantly decorated wi. th pictures of Oklahoma landscapes and 
plants. Martha was a li.ttle nervous and qui.et at f1rst. Then she 
calmed down and was qui.te comfortable. She sai.d that she forgot the 
camera was there after a whi.le. 
L i.ncoln ElementarY- School 
Peggy Rai.neywas recommended by Martha and one of Peggy's 
teachers. Peggy had received the local readi. ng Council's Adm1 ni.strator 
of the year award. The teachers say that she i.s great to work wi. th. 
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Although Peggy d1d not state exactly how many years exper1ence 
she had, it can be assumed that it has to be at least 25 years. Peggy 
had a number of years experience as a classroom teacher. She was a 
book consul tent for a couple of years. She said that about seven years 
ago she dec1ded that the princ1palship was where she really wanted to 
be and she got the job at L1ncoln. 
Peggy is a large woman in her late 50s. She has a command1ng way 
about her. She appears to know exactly what she wants and how to get 
it. She usually 1s dressed in artlstically flavored clothes. 
I spoke with two of Peggy's teachers the week follow1ng the 
interview. Both were very supportive of Peggy and her instructional 
leadership style. They said that she was very support1ve and helpful 
to them. 
Lincoln 1s an attractive school. The halls are brightly 
decorated with children's art work and other accomplishments. Peggy's 
office is decorated with qutl ts and pictures, many of wh1ch were made 
by students. Lincoln serves a working class commun1ty and is a Chapter 
1 school. 
There were several interruptions dunng the interv1ew. She 
appeared to be a very busy woman. 
Adams Elementary School 
Dave Finn was recommended to me by a pr1ncipal who said that Dave 
had received the state's Association of Elementary Princ1pal 's 
Administrator of the year award. Dave entered the m1 h tary service 
upon graduation from high school. Upon returning to Oklahoma he went 
to college. His first teaching experience was on the NavaJo Ind1an 
Reservation in Arizona teachtng ftfth and sixth grades. He taught in 
Clear Creek for a year, then Sttll Springs, where he has been ever 
since. He has 18 years of expertence as an elementary prtnctpal. 
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Dave lS a very large man of 55. He has a loud votce, and seems 
to work on controlltng hts volume. He dresses professtonally, and very 
seldom dresses for spectal days when the- st~dents and staff 
participate. 
As I entered the school there were two large showcases Wl th 
trophies that the students and the school had received. The halls were 
1 ined with a corkboard material, upon which students work were 
displayed. The school is located in the middle of a large field and 
homes appear to be some dtstance away. A new wing is betng added to 
the school to accommodate growth. 
The surrounding community is compnsed of nice homes. The school 
does not qualify for Chapter 1 funds, which suggests that the communtty 
was more affluent than some. Dave's office had dark paneling, a large 
desk, and padded chair. The walls were decorated with awards that he 
had received, pictures, and plaques. 
A sixth grade student was waiting outside the office to talk to 
Dave when we finished our interview. She wanted to show htm the T-
shirt she had with all the teachers' signatures. I could tell that 
there was a special warmth in her relationship with her principal. 
Dave took me down the hall. I spoke to a few parents, who were very 
friendly and expressed their satisfaction with the school. 
Following the in~erview, I spoke with two first grade teachers. 
Both liked working for Dave. They said that you had to be careful when 
talking to him about instructional activities. You had to phrase the 
statements in the form of a questlon, "What do you think about so and 
so?" and not "I am going to do so and so." Both said that they were 
glad to be at Adams Elementary. Other teachers had 1t much worse. 
Marshall Schools 
Jill Davis was recommended to me by another professor, because 
she had a fresh outlook on the adm1nistrator's role. 
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Jill has 10 total years of experience: two years 1n f1fth grade, 
a year in seventh grade, 1 year 1n high school; one year as elementary 
princ1pal, and one year as superintendent. She has taught in college. 
Jill is a tall slender woman of about 45. She is very soft 
spoken. She dresses professionally at all times because it seems that 
she is attending meetings. On the day of the 1nterview, she was going 
to the state legislature. 
Marshall is a work1ng class rural commun1ty. The high school and 
central administration are housed together in the center of town. The 
elementary school is located about a half mile away in an open field. 
Upon entering the school, there was very little activity because school 
had let out for summer vacation. The counselor, a teacher, 
secretaries, and a couple of princ1pals were finish1ng up some last 
minute work. They all seemed very fnendly. 
I spoke to the counselor and a third grade teacher about Jill. 
They said that they l1 ked her management style and the direction that 
their school was going. The third grade teacher liked the support Ji 11 
gave her for trying new ideas in her classroom. 
Surrmary 
These administrators have varied backgrounds and expenence. 
They all had classroom teach1ng exper1ence. All were personable and 




Data categorization processes followed recommendat1ons by Corb1n 
and Strauss (1990) for Grounded Theory. Sites were chosen del1berately 
and categories were formed through the three processes of open, ax1al, 
and selective coding. Open coding is presented in th1s chapter. 
Coding is a term that represents the process by wh1ch data are 
broken down, conceptual1zed, and put back together in new ways by the 
use of induct1on. Induction is a process which enables the researcher 
to move from sped fie facts or data to general conclusions, unl1ke the 
deductive process in which analysis moves from general prem1ses to 
specific conclusions. 
The first categor1zat1on process used was open cod1ng. The data 
were named and categorized through close examination (Corb1n & Strauss, 
1990). In this analysis, the researcher makes comparisons and asks 
questions. Glaser and Strauss (1967) coined the term "constant 
comparative method of analysis" as being synonymous with grounded 
theory. The steps in this analysis are: 1) label1ng, 2) 
classification, 3) naming, and 4) developing categories in terms of 
their properties and d1mensions. 
They may happen simultaneously or in various order. 
Four of the video transcripts were used in the in1 t1al open 
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coding process for indtvtdual categorizatton. The four transcrtpts 
were carefully read and notations made in the margtns ·to label the 
content of each section. Then e!Jvelopes were labeled wt th the names of 
these categori·es. The sect tons were cut from the transcnpts and 
placed in the envelopes. Th,ese envelopes and cut secttons of the 
- '' ' ~ ~ 
transcripts formed the ftrst set of categories. Gtven thts tntttal set 
of categories the remaining transcripts were read, secttons were cut, 
and placed in the correct categorical envelope., When new information 
' 
was found new categorical groups were created. 
In the second stage of the open coding proce~s the sub-categones 
were determined., These were placed in color coded· envelopes according 
to each main category. Three main categories and a variety of sub-
categories emerged from the administrator's interviews. Two 
categories were formed from the teacher interviews. Open coding was 
audited by the dissertation advisor. 
Administrative Beliefs 
Administrators have wen' defined but di ffenng beliefs about 
learning, curriculum, children, teachers, and leadershtp. Each had 
' ' 
their own set of beliefs and they were not in total agreement about 
what these beliefs should be. 
Beliefs About Learning 
Elementary administrators have developmental views of learning. 
They believed that learning'must be developmental·, active, varied, and 
experienced. 
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Learmng must be develoP-mental. Most of the admlnlStrators 
believed that people learn developmentally, at certa1n right tlmes for 
each 1nd1v1dual. Randy said, "To say that a ch1ld w1ll learn certain 
things by a given year is arti fi.ci.al." Jenn1 fer beheved 1n nght 
ti.mes for learn1ng for children. She said that you catch those ti.mes 
by getting "down on the floor w1 th chi.ldren and experienC1 ng the1 r play 
with them, gu1ding them." 
ActivitY- is a necessary-P-art of learning. Pnncipals l1ked 
activity in the classroom. They recogn12ed actl v1 ty as a necessary 
ingredient of activity, and that if this activ1ty was not present, 
children were more likely to be bored and daydream. Jennifer sa1d, 
"Children have to be up out of their seats communicating and bu1ld1ng 
language." Princ1pals"d1d not m1nd seeing a mess of paper on the 
floor, because it was evidence of needed acti. vity. 
Children learn d1 fferentl,Y-. The princi.pals bel1eved that people 
use different strategies for learning, and that as educators, one 
strategy cannot be dictated. For example, J1ll sa1d, 
A different experience occurred during a math lesson. I didn't 
know about manipulatives at that time, and it was so sad to see 
the kids hid1ng their fingers so that they could count on them. 
I told them to try to do their math in their head, but if they 
couldn't, that they shouldn't hide the1r flngers to count; that 
if they needed them that was OK. I believe that would be like 
having a student with a broken leg. I wouldn't take away their 
crutch. Those fingers are a crutch. When they are r~ady to quit 
using their fingers, they will. I believe that each person has 
the1r own strategy for learn1ng. We must never d1scourage that. 
The pr1ncipals stated that all of the1r teachers d1d not hold th1s 
viewpoint wh1ch they valued so highly. Randy sa1d, "If all educators 
could accept children as they are, we would be able to reach many more 
chHdren. 
Learning must be experienced. Adminis.trators believed that 
learning must be experienced. Randy said, "Until a ch1ld can use new 
knowledge and internalize it f1rst hand, he cannot call 1t the1r own. 
Plenty of opportum ties for h rst hand experience are necessary for 
learning." 
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Summar~. Administrator beliefs about learning appeared to follow 
developmental, rather than mechamshc, views of learning. They 
recognized that children learn most from developmental sequences, 
rather than from a prescribed set of grade level skills. Learning was 
also acquired differently for different people and acti v1 ty was a 
necessary part of learning. F1nally, experience was necessary for 
knowledge to be internalized. 
Beliefs About Curriculum 
Beliefs about curriculum generally followed the adm1nistrators' 
beliefs on learning. All attended seminars and workshops on current 
trends in curriculum development in attempts to find new ways to apply 
their beliefs about learning to the curriculum and bring new 1deas to 
their schools. 
Curriculum must be holistic. Most of the administrators believed 
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in a hal istic, integrated curnculum. They described this curnculum 
in a variety of ways. Some talked about whole language; others talked 
about using basals as resource tools for research1ng certa1n topics of 
thematic uni.ts. Jenn1fer sai.d, "I bel1eve i.n an 1ntegrated curriculum. 
For instance, when you teach spell1ng, you teach spelllng all the t1me, 
during readi. ng, math, or whatever." Ji.ll rei. nforced this same behef 
with an example from her years in the classroom, "I would use the 
textbooks as reference matenal, resources, rather than the gospel. 
For instance, the social studies book was just awful." 
In the area of integrated curriculum, Martha sold that one of the 
biggest disservices we do to ki.ds i.s separating subJects. She would 
li.ke to see integrated curriculum across grades K-12. She sold, "Llfe 
i.s not scattered into subjects. It i.s important to make sure that 
education is relevant to the times and to the chi.ld." 
The hi.dden curriculum is a P-Ort of school. They also recognized 
that much of what children learn i.n school i.s not taught 1n the 
classroom by the teacher. They believed that children come to school 
with knowledge and that thlS knowledge should be recognized, respected, 
and used. Sara sai.d, 
School is a total experience. Children learn what they want to 
whether its on the playground, in the halls or 1n the classroom. 
They quickly learn whether to l i.sten or not. I thi.nk sometimes 
they believe that they were not really meant to learn classroom 
textbook material, because it does not apply to them. If more 
teachers could listen to children and find out thei.r learning 
desi. res, teaching would be more effecti. ve. Then textbooks could 
be used as a reference and not a roadmap. 
However, most pri nci. pals were re 1 uctant to g1 ve up textbooks. 
This "roadmap" seemed to provide some security and control over 
curriculum. 
Learner outcomes affect the curriculum. Some bel1eved that 
mandated state learner outcomes would interfere with 1ntegrated 
curriculum, while others thought the new state regulations would 
encourage more hol1stic learmng. Martha said, 
I don't know that we can teach an integrated curr1culum with 
learner outcomes. An integrated curriculum makes learning more 
meaningful. You can take a pumpk1n and teach the entire day. 
You can teach math, science, social studies, reading and 
everything. If you have to teach learner outcomes you have to 
put the pumpkin away and get out the textbooks. There was a 
value of good 1ntent with learner outcomes, but the process is 
wrong. Teachers interpret learner outcomes to mean that 
curriculum must be separated. 
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Randy stated, "One of the advantages of learner outcomes is that 
it gives us expectations. It's a moving target right now. It's not as 
firm as it should be." 
SummarY-. All the administrators appeared very knowledgeable 
about current trends in the development of curriculum. It seemed that 
the subject occupied a substant1al amount of theu t1me. 
Beliefs About Children 
Strong bel1efs were held about children. Admin1strators had not 
lost sight of the fact that the children were the reason that the 
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elementary school ex1sted. Theu bel1efs about ch1ldren were 1n tune 
with their bel1efs of developmental learn1ng in that they bel1eved that 
children have valuable expenences when they are young. They believed 
that children need structure, yet freedom to learn to make w1se 
cho1ces. They also believed that children could make important 
contributions to the school and their own learning. 
Ch1ldren need to be children. The adm1nistrators bel1eved that 
all children are good and capable of many wonderful acts. They 
believed that when prov1ded w1th a nurturing envuonment these talents 
will emerge. Excessive control from the administrators and teachers 
could be harmful to the child's ability to exercise self control and 
natural exploration of curiosity. Admin1Strators bel1eved that as 
educators we need to let children be children and not small adults. 
Peggy expressed this belief in this way: "My philosophy of children 1s 
that they are all good and wonderful and that they can learn." Ted 
expressed his concern by noting that: "We expect children to grow up 
faster than when we were children. There is a paradox here. Don't get 
me wrong, I want to challenge kids, but pushing these learner outcomes 
is too much." 
Children need structure. Most administrators believed ch1ldren 
need discipline in the manner in which Martha described, "I do bel1eve 
in structure for children. By structure I mean str1ctness. They need 
to know what is going to happen and how to evaluate 1 ts 1mportance." 
OVerall these administrators bel1eved that children should be free to 
learn and exercise self control. Peggy gave this example: 
Children are free to leave the lunchroom when they f1nish eating. 
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They have been told that it is a privilege to not have to wait 
to be dismissed. Of course some chtldren mtsbehave every now and 
then, and their privilege is taken away. But, they need freedom 
to practice self control, or they would never learn to use it. 
Children have important contributions to make. Admtmstrators 
belteved that children are capable of making contnbutions to thetr own 
education. Jill said, 
If I were teaching in the classroom today, I would tnvolve the 
children much more in curriculum decisions. , I would let them 
know that these are the objectives that we must be accountable 
and responsible for. How can we go about meeting them? I would 
be more of an advtsor or a mentor to them, rather than the one 
who is supposed to have all the knowledge. 
SummarY-. Administrators believed that chtldren should be allowed 
to be young, that they need structure, but have important ideas and 
should be involved in their educational process. They believed that if 
everyone held this viewpoint that they would be more successful at 
making learni.ng relevant to children's lives. 
Beliefs About Teachers 
In schools where the administrator was firmly established and had 
hired and retained a highly professional staff, each appeared to share 
similar visions wi. th the teachers. The administrators di.d not separate 
their visi.on from thei.r teachers' visi.on. 
Good teachers are born to teach. Some administrators bel i.eved 
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that teach1ng was a natural talent. One of those adm1n1strators was 
Jill who believed that teachers had natural g1fts. Teachership 1s the 
"offenng of a very spee1al gift to someone. I don't know where 1 t 
comes from. It must be in the blood. If 1t was, we could do a blood 
test on people when they enter teaching to see if they've got that 
stuff." 
Jill also talked about a teacher she had to'let go. When I asked 
her if she had worked with this teacher to try to help h1m keep h1s 
job, she said that he just did not have any personal skills at all, or 
what it took to be a teacher; 1t would have been a waste of her t1me. 
Need for professional development. Adm1nistrators believed that 
teachers needed to keep up with new ideas about teaching. Jennifer 
stated, 
I am a big believer in professional development of the teachers 
and myself. I also bel1eve that I must keep abreast of all the 
new ideas too, like Whole Language. I believe 1n a variety 1n 
the classroom. 
Professional development was bel1eved to be necessary for 
teachers to maintain an awareness of current trends in education. Good 
teachers eagerly seek professional development. Sara said, "I have 
some teachers who go to every workshop that is offered and others who 
never go to anything. Those who go to workshops are also very 
energetic teachers. They love to learn new things." 
Teachers are professionals. Peggy believed that teachers are 
professionals and deserved professional recognition. Jennifer said 
that she did not believe that elementary teachers receive the 
recognit1on that they deserve and that one of her reasons for becoming 
an adm1mstrator was to commumcate that recogn1t1on. 
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Teachers are important resources. All adm1n1strators bel1eved 
that they had learned many things from the1r teachers and that teachers 
could help each other. Jennifer said; "I believe that all my teachers 
have important ideas about instruction to share." Dav~ sa1d; "I 
believe that a great teacher 1s someone who is h1ghlymot1vated and 
seeks out new knowledge and ideas. Teachers have a lot to share." 
Teachers must be involved personally with students. W1 th most 
administrators, teadlers were cons1dered great if they had close 
relationships with their students and were highly motivated to seek new 
ideas and ways of teaching. Ted said, "If a teacher doesn't have that 
close relationsh1p with the kids she is really missing the boat. Peggy 
said, "It is the classroom teacher who makes the difference in the 
quality of a child's education. You might hke to th1nk 1 ts the 
principal, but its not." 
Summary. Principals valued their teachers to a h1gh degree. 
They recognized teachers professionally and the importance of the1 r 
relationships with children. They believed that teachers were 
important resources and that they could benef1t from the1r 1nput. 
Bel1efs About Leadership 
These "instructional leaders" had strong beliefs about people, 
students and education. They believed that the1r success flowed from 
being focused on objectives which support these beliefs. They know 
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successful strateg1es for achieving those goals. They do not become 
distracted by "petty and trivial deta1ls" related to authon tanan 
management techniques. One princ1pal said, "As an 1nstruct1onal leader 
you need to make sure that you carry the v1sion forward. You need to 
make sure that unimportant things don't get in the way." The 
interweaving of beliefs, goals, and strategies appears to guide the 
th1nking of these administrators. 
The admimstrators d1 ffered greatly in theu bel1efs about 
leadership. Some believed that leadership was a natural talent with 
wh1ch only certa1n people were born, wh1le others bel1eved that 
leadership talents were natural gifts to everyone. 
Leaders are born to lead. Several believed that leadership was a 
special trait with which they were born, like blue eyes. Dave said, 
A person soon learns whether they are a follower or a leader. Do 
you like doing what someone else tells you to do? You cannot 
have two leaders, you can only have one. There are followers and 
leaders. I knew that I was a leader early on. There were th1ngs 
that I wanted to do. That is what caused me to be where I am 
today. 
Randy said that he knew that he was born to lead, because he never had 
any doubt while he was young that he would be a manager of some kind. 
When he entered teaching, he knew he would be in the classroom only a 
short time before moving into the princi.palship. 
LeadershiP- occurs by~porting and empowering others. How 
administrators viewed their role as leaders differed accordingly. In 
other words, how they lead and what they thought of the people whom 
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they were leadi.ng di.ffered. Ji.ll sai.d, 
As a leader, I vi.ew my role as an i.ni.ti.ator. I see my leadershi.p 
capaci.ty as bei.ng strengthened by parti.c1pat1on of others. If I 
can offer opportuni. ti.es to people wi. th leadersh1 p qual1 t1es to 
use thei.r natural abi.li.ty, I am bei.ng a leader. I can pi.npo1nt 
people 1n th1s bui.ldi.ng who are leaders. Then there are true 
followers. Yet i.f I put all those followers together, someone 
wi.ll emerge as a leader. 
LeadershiP- occurs by control/P-ow~r over others. Some 
admi.ni.strators bel i.eved that leaders were the ones 1n control and that 
they organi.zed and changed i.nsti. tuti.ons. Th1s bel1ef was brought out 
when admi.ni.strators explai.ned the reason they wanted to enter 
admi.ni.strati.on. Some sai.d that they wanted to be i.n a pos1ti.on of 
i.nfluence over others and that they bel i.eved that they could accompl i.sh 
thei.r goals more effi.ci.ently as an admi.ni.strator. Reasons for leavi.ng 
the classroom to enter the pri.nci.palshi.p became evi.dent duri.ng these 
i.ntervi.ews. Some admi.ni.strators'wanted to have control and be i.n a 
posi.ti.on to make changes, as Randy sai.d. "I thought I would li.ke to be 
i.n control and be i.n a posi. ti.on to organi.ze and change thi.ngs." Others 
talked about havi.ng,an i.nfluence or an effect on a wi.der range of 
students, teachers, and the communi. ty. Jenni. fer stated, "I d1dn 't get 
burned out or anythi.ng i.n the classroom. I sti.ll love the classroom. 
I wanted somethi.ng more." Admi.ni.strators bel i.eved that they had a 
defi.ni. te i.nfluence on classroom acti.vi. ti.es and that thi.s influence was 
the reason that they were i.n the pri.nci.palshi.p. 
Summary. Bel i.efs about leadershi.p di. ffered greatly wi. th the 
administrators. Some bel1eved that there were born leaders and 
followers; that they were the chosen ones. Some bel1eved that 
leadership occurred when power was shared with others, while others 
bel1eved that power should be used to control others. 
Summary 
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Administrators held strong beliefs about educat1on and the people 
in schools. They believed that learning must be experienced first 
hand. It 1s someth1ng that cannot be told or lectured about. They 
believe that a modified integrated curriculum could best serve the 
needs of most children. Teachers are the ones who have the ma1n 
responsibility for the chUdren•s learning. Their knowledge needs to 
be sought out and welcomed. They also believe that leadersh1p is to 
some degree a natural inclinat1on. Administrators dut1es as leaders 1n 
the school setting required a great deal of 1nsp1rat1onal guidance, 
clerical obi h ty, and diplomatic skills. 
Adm1nistrator Goals 
These administrators had definite goals for their schools, 
teachers, students, and themselves. They were revealed as outcomes and 
processes they desired for various aspects of educahon. 
Goals for school, community, and state 
Administrators were involved in community and state issues which 
affect their schools. They knew that they must be act1vely involved 1n 
order to have an impact on these issues and bring this information to 
the1r schools. Three categor1es were found under th1s area: local 
control, s1te-based dee1si.ons, and partnershi.ps. 
Local control. These adm1ni.strators were i.n tune w1 th the 
pol1 heal 1mpl i.cati.ons of the 1nstructi.onal process at the commum ty 
and state levels. Thei.r degree of 1nvolvement 1n th1s pol1t1cal 
process was determi.ned by the level of thei. r admi.n1Strati. ve pos1 ti.on. 
All were i.nvol ved poh ti.cally and had very fi. rm goals for theu 
bui.ldi. ng and educati.on. · Martha sai.d, 
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I am for local deci.si.on maki.ng, so that we can determ1ne what 1s 
appropri.ate for our students. Maybe we could have some general 
gui.deli.nes at the state level. Then let the local d1str1cts have 
thei.r own curri.culum. I thi.nk that there would be a general 
consensus throughout the state, but there would be some di. fferent 
curri.culums also. 
Site-based deci.si.ons. Some admi.ni.strators thought that the new 
laws at the state level could work toward developmental goals. 
Jenni. fer was agai.nst laws and rules to force the 1ssue of developmental 
learni. ng. She sai.d, "If we can get people who are onented toward 
early chi.ldhood educatlon i.n ki.ndergarten through th1 rd grade that 
would be great." However, she di.d not mean they needed certl flcati.on. 
At the school level, admi.ni.strators had goals wh1ch centered 
around fundi.ng, after school ch1ld care, and class si.ze. Ted sa1d, "I 
would l i.ke to see more fundi.ng for the teacher resource center." Peggy 
sai.d, "I would li. ke to see school age chi.ld care, here at school. I am 
very concerned about chi.ldren who are at home alone before and after 
school. I thi.nk that 1s lost ti.me for them." Jenni. fer sa1d, "I would 
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like to see each classroom have less than 20 students W1th a full t1me 
assistant in each classroom." 
Partnershi~. Other goals centered around. partnersh1ps w1th 
social services and businesses. Peggy said, "A dream that I have 1s 
that all social workers who work with children be placed in the 
schools, child abuse cases, etc. We know all the inner work1ngs of the 
family here at school and I feel that we could serve children better 1f 
we work togethe~." She said, "I would like to see us have more 
business-school partnerships. We have stuck to our terri tory too long 
and we need to reach out to 1nclude the community and bus1nesses." 
Summary. Goals for school, community, and state issues broke 
down into three areas, local control, site based managemen.t, and 
partnerships. Admimstrators were politically aware and acted 
poh tically, because of the implication of poh tics w1 th1n their 
school. 
Goals for Teachers 
Administrators have goals ~nd expectations for the teachers in 
their buildings. Martha said, 
I tell my teachers that our school is go1ng to be academically 
superior. We are going to have an atmosphere 1n which parents 
and children feel comfortable. Our program will be appropriate 
and not at the expense of someone else. We will always be 
positive. 
Communication and Collaborative teaching. Communication skills 
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and collaborati.ve teachi.ng were among goals that admi.ni.strators wanted 
for the teachers. Ted stated that he wanted teachers to develop good 
communi.cati.ons ski.lls wi.th each other and parents. He sa1d that he 
wanted teachers to get together on thei. r own, wi.thout prompt1 ng from 
hi.m. "I would l1ke to see teachers. become close and develop a team 
approach." 
Other goals were about mottoes and teamwork. Peggy happi.ly 
quoted the school motto made through a ~ollaborat1ve effort by the 
teachers and herself: " 'Learn, laugh and love." "That 1s my 
expectati.on of the school, where learni.ng i.s the focal poi.nt, but we do 
i. t cooperati. vely and wi. th good cheer." Ted's goal was for learni.ng and 
teachi.ng i.n hi.s school to be a "combi.nati.on of efforts - teamwork 
between parents, teachers and admi.ni.strati.on. They all must work 
together to make sure learni.ng experi.ences are provi.ded for the 
students." 
Teachers must SUrJ.P-Ort developmental learni.ng. Expectati.ons for 
teachers centered around developmental learni.ng. Randy sai.d, "I expect 
a teacher to able to take a chi.ld and what he comes to school w1th and 
move hi.m as far as possi.ble and i.nsti.ll i.n hi.m the desi.re to learn." 
Ted supported thi.s statement by sdyi.ng, "I expect a teacher to help a 
chi.ld develop academi.cally an·d soci.ally." Martha sai.d that teachers 
must "see where a chi.ld i.s developmentally and teach them from that 
poi.nt." 
Teachers must suggort hal i.sti.c aggroaches. Along wi. th goals 
toward developmental learni.ng, admi.ni.strators expected teachers to 
teach hal i.sti.cally. Jenni. fer clari. fi.ed thi.s poi.nt further: 
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I expect my teachers to 1ntegrate the curnculum. I want them to 
teach math, reading and science through the same subJect. I 
don't expect my teachers to teach learner outcomes. Its so hard 
to convince them not to worry about specif1c knowledge. I have 
an early childhood background and know that teach1ng spec1f1c 
knowledge does not work. When I was in the classroom parents 
used to ask me if I taught read1ng. I would say, "Of course I 
do. You must remember that reading begins w1 th simple play 1 ike 
jumping rope, skipping and role playing." 
Jennifer's frustrat1on murors the teachers' frustration 1n teach1ng 
learner outcomes. She te 11 s them, "Step back and take a look at what 
is really important. You can cover a lot of material w1thout ever 
zeroing in on ski 11s." She asserts that the child's development and 
self esteem are what are really important. Sara stated that she would 
like to have a creat1ve, energetic staff who would avo1d book learn1ng 
as the primary emphas1s and have more hands on learn1ng. 
Teachers must think and act. Ji 11 stated that she wanted 
teachers to th1nk about new ways to present curr1culum, to use outside 
resources, to go to workshops and other schools to observe. Then, her 
own teachers could give their peers inservice workshops. Another goal 
for the teachers in her district was to get parents 1nto the classroom. 
Administrators wanted the teachers to take the im tiati ve to come 
up with new ideas. Ji 11 said, "I encourage risk tak1ng 1n order for 
growth and development of goals to occur." ,peggy talked about 
expectations, "They (the teachers) know what the expectat1ons are and 
they have high expectations of teachers coming in." 
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Summar,Y-. Goals for teachers 1ncluded support1ng developmental 
and hal i.sti.c learnwg. Admi.ni.strators also wanted the1r teachers to 
work collaborati. vely together and thi.nk and act for themselves. 
Adm1ni.strators bel1eved that i. f these i.ngredi.ents were present that the 
school would achi.eve an excellent stand1ng 1n the commun1ty. 
Goals for Students 
All admi.n1strators had goals for students. These reflected the1r 
bel i.efs about students and thei.r 1mportant contnbut1on to the1r own 
success. Admi.ni.strators wanted students to ach1eve academ1c and soci.al 
success, be li.felong learners, learn self control, be cooperati.ve 
learners, and learn to be happy. 
Soci.al and academi.c success. Admi.ni.strators had h1gh 
expectati.ons of students, both academi. cally and soci.ally. These 
expectati.ons were veri. fi.ed by the i.nteract1ons wi. th students whi.ch were 
observed duri.ng school vi.si. tati.ons. Students were anx1ous to tell 
thei.r pri.nci.pals about thei.r accompl1shments and share the classroom 
work that they had done. 
Lifelong learners. Admi.ni.strators had goals for students that 
'include bei.ng self learners and l i. felong learners. Martha sai.d, "I 
promote self learners and expect the chi.ldren to exerci.se self control. 
I never di.d thi.ngs for chi.ldren that I thought they could do for 
themselves." 
Self control. Many pri.nci.pals had a soci.al goal for students to 
set the rules for themselves, i.n the classroom and school wi.de. 
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Jenni. fer stated, "Students come up wi. th the rules and consequences 
themselves. One i.s 'Don't bug your buddy.' I expect the ch1ldren to 
follow these rules, because they were thei. r 1deas." 
Collaborative learners. Bei.ng able to work cooperahvely 1n 
groups was a goal for students. Ted sa1d that they would need these 
ski.lls i.n order to be successful i.n the workplace. Randy also wanted 
students to learn to get along i.n groups and work toward a 
common goal. 
Live haP-P-Y- 1 i.ves. All admi.ni.strators wanted the students 1n 
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thei. r school to learn to overcome the overwhelmi.ng number of hardsh1ps 
they face and learn to li.ve better, happi.er l1ves. They need to be 
challenged, but not pressured. Dave sai.d, "My goal for ch1ldren i.s 
that they learn to 1 i.ve happy 1 i.ves. They need to learn i.n order to be 
happy and successful." 
Summar,Y-. Goals for students centered around a bri.ght future for 
chi.ldren. Admi.ni.strators wanted a li. fe for thei. r students where a 
person can work wi. th others and help her/hi.msel f. 
Goals for Parents 
Goals for parents i.ncluded more school-parent partnersh1ps. 
Admi.ni.strators felt that i. t was unfai.r to expect schools to carry all 
the burden of chi.ld reari.ng. Ted asserted that we are not a "mi.l i. tary 
school" and when we are fi.ni.shed wi. th a chi.ld we can send h1m home. 
All of the admi.ni.strators wanted parents to become more i.nvolved i.n the 
school process. Dave summari.zed thi.s concept by say1ng, "Commi. tted 
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parents lead to successful children." 
Summary:: 
All of the adm1n1strators 1nterv1ewed had goals and processes for 
achieving those goals. However, administrators d1d not talk about the 
same outcomes and processes. The administrators were 1nvol ved 1n the 
format1on of these goals at all levels, from the1r school bu1ld1ng, 
to the commun1ty, and the state level. They had goals for teachers, 
students, and parents. 
Instructional Leadersh1p 
Each administrator had their own def1ni han and ideas of 
instructional leadership. Each had different 1deas about how to use 
control and power in their role as instructional leader; wh1le, 
strategies for success and barriers to success appeared to be similar. 
Definitions 
Two of the administrators believed that there was no such thing 
as instructional leadership. They attempted to define what they did to 
help the school, teachers and students, but emphasized that 1n their 
minds this was not instructional leadership. Randy said, 
I work with parents, teachers and individual students to f1 nd the 
best solution for an educational program for that child. To that 
extent I may be an instructional leader. Otherwise I don't 
believe there is such a th1ng as instructional leadership. 
Ted called himself a foci 11 tator for instruction: 
I am a facilitator for instruction, not an instructional leader. 
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I am in charge to see that instruction is carrted out and I do 
have to evaluate teachers. The teachers are the ones tn the 
trenches, so they need the support to do what they do from day to 
day. I like to throw problems back to the teachers and ask them 
what they think. 
Others believed that tnstruchonal leadership was a very real 
quality of an excellent principal and that schools cannot perform 
adequately w1 thout 1 t. Dave said, 
Instructtonal leadership is a role that must be in place. School 
cannot work without it. A principal has to be so many dtfferent 
things to so many' people. You have to let the teachers and 
students know that you have the knowledge to lead them. There is 
some activity going on all the time. Instructtonal leadership is 
something you do. Verbal interaction with teachers. You spend 
time in the classroom, interact w1 th the ktds so they see the 
importance of learning. It gives me the opportunity to teach and 
that's fun. 
Whatever the def1n1t1ons, all administrators involved their staff in 
making decisions about how to run the school. Many of these decisions 
centered around the instructional process. 
Control/Power 
Administrators were assertive, yet friendly. The manner tn which 
they used the control and power of their post han as instructional 
leader may have had a bearing on the success of their school. Some 
used it assertively, by modeling and controlling; others attempted to 
share that power by empowering others. The power category broke down 
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1nto two subcategones: take power/be assertive, g1 vel share power. 
~P-ower/be assertive. Martha was fi.rm i.n her conv1ct1on that the 
teachers needed to know how to set goals. Then each teacher was 
requ1red to prepare thei.r own goal sett1ng statements. She sa1d that 
many teachers d1d not know what goal setti.ng was. Some really resi.sted 
1t. Martha sai.d that the teachers i.n her bui.ld1ng were h1ghly 
creati.ve, but had never been channeled. She sa1d, 
I wanted to pull on those creative talents that I knew were there 
and let them know what they could do; let them broaden thei.r 
vi.s1on; let them set the goal that they were the best teachers 1n 
Benni.ngs, Oklahoma, the US, and the world. I would tell them, 'We 
are goi.ng to do i. t I ' After I left they sai.d that they were so 
successful, because I was thei.r cheer leader. The goal th1ng was 
hard, but we got i.t down to an art. These were 1ndi.v1dual goals 
and personal goals. At the fi.rst evaluation, I would ask them how 
thei. r goal was com1ng along and at the end of the year we would 
reflect on i.t together. 
Admi.ni.strators talked about duecti.ng teachers on the classroom 
instructional process. There was a d1fference of op1n1on about how to 
exercise this control. Dave said, "I have to be an assertlve 
principal. I have to know what is going on i.n the classroom. I advi.se 
them all the ti.me on what has worked for me." 
Martha modeled a strategy for both teachers and students 1n an 
assembly. The strategy showed teachers how to maintain classroom 
control. It also provided expectations for student's social ski.lls. 
I told the teachers I wanted everyone to come down to the gym, so 
I could talk to them. I want your classes to fi.le i.n an orderly 
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manner and seat every class by grade level. We structured 1t so 
that we had two assembl1es, so we had plenty of room to move 
around. The teachers said that the k1ds would never l1sten to me 
in an assembly and that they were always too rowdy 1n assemblies. 
I said "Just let me try." As the students started com1ng 1n I 
started compl1ment1ng them. Would you look at how Mrs. Sm1th's 
class is coming in. They are so qu1et and n1ce. Mrs. Sm1th's 
class has self control. Do you know what self control means? 
Self control means that you control yourself. Your teachers and I 
think that self control is very important. We don't want to 
control you. We want you to control yourself. I kept 
complementing them as they came in. When I would not1ce that 
things were getting a 1 i ttle out of sync, I would complement 
another class and say, "Look at Mrs. Brown's class. They have 
such good self control." Then "boom" everyone would s1 t nght up. 
I set my expectations for them and they met them. We talked about 
self control and what self d1scipline and the expectations for the 
school. These were their teachers and what good students they 
were and that we were going to have an excellent year. The 
teachers who said that it wouldn't work were just amazed. The 
teachers started talking to their students like I had and we 
developed a culture that we were an excellent school w1th great 
people. 
Give/share power. Some of the administrators used the strategy 
of team work to a greater degree than others. They emphas1zed working 
in harmony with their staff. Shared decis1ons were common threads. 
Administrators said that their strategy for initiat1ng change 
began with teachers. Teachers need to use new ideas 1n the1r 
classrooms. Several talked about "planhng a seed" w1 th the teachers 
or putting a "bug in their ear." They would give out art1cles from 
professional magazines and wr1te notes on them about the th1ngs that 
are already happening in the school. Peggy shared 1deas w1th her 
teachers about how to achieve their goals by shar1ng her personal 
strategy: 
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I get ideas through by perseverance. you· can never g1ve up. You 
keep working for something you know will work. Somet1mes it takes 
years. I plant a seed and talk to people, wo·rk with them as a 
team. It might be as long as five~years later when a solut1on 
blossoms and grows and you finally see the results. 
Jennifer gives the power back to her teachers in many ways. One 
of those ways is thr.ough lesson plans. As a teacher Jennifer did not 
see the value in lesson plans, so she tells the teachers not to worry 
about lesson plans. The teachers at her school turn in a sample lesson 
plan once a year. She said, "If my teachers turned 1n lesson plans all 
the time 1t wouldn't make them better teachers. Its s 1lly. They 
wouldn't have the opportunity to be spontaneous and have t1me to do the 
good job they do." 
They said that it was difficult to maintain balance between 
supervisor and mentor. Jill described control and power .of the 
instructional leaders in this way: 
Openness makes great instructional leaders. They offer leadership 
in a non-judgmental way. They are looking at the whole picture 
and can see that maybe there is a better way to teach. I really 
believe that administrators must be instructional leaders. If 
they aren't, teachers will do their own thing and there will be no 
unity to the school's instructional program. The school will 
suffer. The instructional leader keeps them open to 
possibi 1 ities. 
SummarY-. The power category ts an tmportant one for 
tnstructtonal leaders. The teachers have power and control over the 
classroom and the principal has power and control over the school. 
Obviously the prtnctpal cannot be at all places at all ttmes, so at 
least some of that power must be shared with the teachers. Teachers 
must be empowered to make decisions in thetr classrooms, yet other 
degrees of power are left up to the principal. 
Strategies for Success 
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Strategies for reaching the goals administrators had set for 
instructional leadership were very creative and diverse. They tncluded 
vis toning, superv'is ion, close relationships, communi cat'i ng, gather'i ngs, 
p rag rams, and parent 'i nvo 1 vement. 
Visioning. Randy stated, "I believe that we have to have a 
unanimity of what we (administrators and teachers) expect as a group; 
an un'i f'ied vision. That's absolutely necessary if we are gotng to 
accomplish anything at all." Martha said, " As an administrator you 
are the keeper of the vision of all those people you represent. It is 
your responsibility to communicate that vision and keep it moving 
forward and changing as needed." Maintaining a vision was a constant 
process for all of these administrators. They appeared to keep the 
school on certain visionary tracks. 
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SY_perv1s1ng and evaluahng. Peggy's strategy for 1nstruchonal 
leadersh1p began with supervision and evaluat1ng: 
I work with 1ndiv1dual teachers to improve theu performance very 
gently. Through the normal evaluation process and follow up 
1nterv1ew I pick out a couple of very strong character1st1cs. 
Usually the area 1n which a new teacher has the most d1ff1culty 
is discipline. In a case l1ke this I would say, "I noticed that 
your classroom was quite well organized and that you had planned 
well. But I had the feeling that you felt uncomfortable w1th the 
way some of the ch1ldren were act1ng. How do you feel about 
that?" I try to get them to come forth with the problem, 1nstead 
of me attacking them. So each time we meet we try to establ1sh a 
rapport and I limit myself to one idea or area on wh1ch they can 
improve. 
The administrators were unan1mous about the fallacy 1n following 
a regimented style of evaluation, where certain behaviors of teachers 
and students are observed and checked on a chart. Randy expressed what 
good teaching was to him: "A good classroom cannot be JUdged by what 
you see. Its hard to judge what is good in teach1ng. Its 1n the air 
and effort. It can't be any particular pattern of teach1ng." 
At evaluation meetings, teacher instructional goals would also be 
addressed. Martha told about this, encounter: "Sometimes I would start 
out in evaluations by say1ng "Have you ever given a thought to going 
self contained?" They would frown and say, 'OK, I' 11 think about it. ' 
This was how we got rid of departmentalizing." 
Forming close relationshiP-s. Jennifer had a unique outlook on 
the strategy for reaching teachers. She appeared to view herself as 
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one of the teachers when she sa1d, "I go to workshops r1ght along w1th 
my teachers." Jenn1fer's strategy for instruct1onal leadersh1p was to 
form close personal relat1onsh1ps w1th the staff. The staff adm1red 
and appreciated her concerns for them and her work. Jenn1fer's 
approach was to be totally aware of her teachers' needs 1n and out of 
the classroom. She was able to look beyond immed1ate problems to the 
source. In this way, she supported a dual role of friend and assert1ve 
leader. 
One of my teachers has preschool children at home. I not1ced 
that she was really feel1ng on edge w1th the students 1n her 
classroom. I asked her what she thought could be caus1ng all of 
this stress and she proceeded to tell me her frustrat1ons with 
her own children and her home life. I suggested that she J01n 
two other teachers who go to the high school track and walk every 
day after school. She has joined up with that group now and 
walks with them. She has made some good fr1ends, gets some 
exercise, and goes home relaxed, ready to face her ch1ldren. She 
told me that they have a much better relationsh1p now and she 
seems to be a better teacher, too. I really bel1eve that she 
will come to me again 1f,she has any problems. 
Jennifer's teachers trust her to help them improve the qual1ty of their 
lives. For this te~cher who Jennifer helped, she has a better qual1ty 
of l1fe in teaching in Jennifer's school than she would 1f she stayed 
at home with her children. The teacher had felt torn between her love 
for teaching and being a loving parent. Now, with Jennifer's help she 
can have both; she loves teaching students and mother1ng her own 
children. 
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Htring. Of the admtntstrators studted, all talked about the 
importance of ht nng good teachers from the onset. Randy satd, "I have 
htred some good teachers who feel the same way_I do. It took a ltttle 
skill and a little luck. I would much rather htre a teacher who ts 
kind and understanding over one who is highly knowledgeable." Peggy 
stated, "I try to hire an excellent staff by betng tenacious. I 
interview a lot of people. I have developed some techniques that work 
for me. Once you have a staff established you have a network to get 
goals accomplished." 
Communicating. Communication was a key element 1n reachtng 
teacher and student goals. It was accomplished by tndtvtdual face to 
face communications, faculty meetings, memos, and newsletters. Most 
administrators preferred talktng to teachers duectly, rather than 
sending memos. However, memos and teacher newsletters were an tntegral 
part of achievtng group goals. Dave said, "I don't hke to have 
teacher's meetings. If you have one you had better have a strong 
agenda." 
In sum, all principals valued communicahng instructional 
objectives to a high degree. Each had different ways to do this and 
through his/her personality and style. 
Gathering£. Gathertngs played an important role in instructional 
leadership. The main strategy for getting butldtng goals accomplished 
was through the use of committees. Several admintstrators had a 
principal's advtsory committee. There were ad hoc committees formed 
when needed to carry out certain special functions. The pnnctpal 's 
advisory committee served to form building goals, instructional goals, 
and target certa1n problems that the committee felt needed attent1on. 
Strateg1es used by the admimstrators for affect1ng students' 
learn1ng were accomplished through class schedul1ng, whole school 
assemblies, classroom visitations, and individual student counsel1ng. 
Some administrators took an active interest 1n mat~h1ng personal1 hes 
of students and teachers, and bel1eved that th1s played an important 
part of the student's success in t,he classroom. 
Peggy's strategy for influencing students is accompl1shed by 
visiting the classrooms and talking about,the school motto: learn, 
laugh and love. "I tell them that their responsib1l i ty 1s to learn. 
Each day they are to bring a smile pn their face. Love is not the 
sticky gooey kind, but a genuine caring for each other." 
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Programs. All of the administrators had programs which they had 
developed which affected the instruction in theu school. Most 
administrators believed that strategies for affecting students' 
learning should not be centered around test scores. However, Sara 
directed a strategy for, rewarding students for making improvements on 
the standardized test. 'The committee of educators and parents provided 
prizes for those students who made improvements on their standardized 
test score, such as ice cream parties. 
Peggy initiated a program called TLC. It means touch1ng, 
listening and caring. Its a one-on-one program, putting teacher 
volunteers into a mentoring relationship with at risk students. Each 
teacher stays with that student all through the elementary school 
years. 
Ted has the principal's lunch bunch. Each teacher chooses an 
outstanding student. Then the students sit down to lunch and discuss 
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problems that the children see as important. "I take the1 r suggestlons 
very seriously." 
Randy has a student council, made up of two 5th graders from each 
of three classes, where they discuss things they want to do or 
problems they would like to tackle. They have an on go1ng fund ra1ser 
1n their student store. They use the money on the school 1n any 
fash1on the students want. "This year they pec1ded to buy newspapers 
once a week for classroom use. The teachers were very exc1ted that the 
students wanted to spend the money for this excit1ng form of classroom 
learning expenence." Randy calls this his form of cooperatlve 
learning, because k1ds can learn to get along in groups and work toward 
a common goal. 
Parental Involvement. Parent goals were met by duect contact 
with parents. Jenn1fer appeared very energetic when she told about the 
parent workshops she conducted in the evenings on parent1ng sk1lls. 
Most of the administrators had programs similar to Ted's VIP program 
where parents come to the school to help teachers. Parents were 
included in Randy's "I See You Reading Program." Parents were called 
at random times to catch their children read1ng. 
Parental support played an important role in successful 
instructional leadership. Parents need to be sought out and made to 
feel important in the1r child's school. 
SummarY-. Instructional leadership varied w1th each 
admimstrator. Each had strategies for instructional leadersh1p even 
though they did not all acknowledge the existence of the term 
instructional leader. Some were more actively involved in the 
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instructional process than others. The manner in which each was 
1nvolved also differed. All of the admin1strators act1vely pursued the 
principal ob)echve of educahng the students 1n theu schools. 
Barriers to Success 
Barriers to success focused on four main categor1es; m1nd set of 
teachers, state department mandates, hme constra1nts, and parent 
oppos i ti.on. 
Mind set of teachers. One of the largest barr1ers to success for 
pnncipals was the mind set of certain teachers. Jill explained it 
this way: 
I have some teachers who are doing some wonderful whole language 
units. They have put away the basal and use it only as a 
reference. That's so scary to other teachers who are so 
dependent on that basal. Those who are creative are critiqued 
much more harshly by their peers than a principal could ever 
cri ti.que them. What concerns me is a lack of collegiality; those 
with this mind set are not willing to let anyone else try 
anything new. 
Others tal ked about negative atti. tudes of certain teachers; those who 
complained about everything. Administrators also sa1d that some 
teachers were unwilling to go to workshops, or share ideas with other 
teachers. Jill stated, "We have some teachers who are so set in their 
ways, that they refuse to try anything new. They have been teaching 
the same way for years." Jennifer agreed with this point by saying, 
"Sure, I have teachers who do not want to go to workshops, but I don't 
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press the issue." 
State department mandates. Some adm1n1Strators bel1eved that the 
state department mandates were barners to developmental learn1ng. 
These mandates were forc1ng teachers to separate subJects and abandon 
hal istic learning methods. Teachers were fnghtened that they would be 
accused of not teach1ng spec1f1c knowledge. It was very hard to 
convince teachers that there was freedom of interpretat1on 1n the new 
laws. 
Some adm1n1strators said that 1t was d1ff1cult to f1nd space and 
training courses for teachers to learn computer l1 teracy, so that they 
could teach this new subject to their students. Pr1nc1pals from rural 
distr1cts sa1d that the state had mandated certa1n curriculum areas be 
covered, but had not provided the money to pay for the teachers to 
attend the workshops. 
Time constraints. Most adm1nistrators sa1d that they d1d not 
have enough time 1n the day to do everything. Jenn1fer sa1d that she 
used to be able to get into the classrooms more to talk and read to 
children, but pressures of paperwork, discipline problems, and 
administrative meetings were taking up most of her time. Sherry sa1d, 
"I have many interruptions dunng the day. I have a l1st of classroom 
visitations and other things I need to do with teachers, but I count 
myself lucky if I get to do one of them." 
Parent opposit1on. Parent oppos1tion was ment1oned by all the 
principals. Peggy talked about a child who the school recommended as 
needing special education. The parents refused services and took the 
child out of school. Dave talked about parents who were refusing to 
help their child at home. Other comments were about non-support from 
the public and parents who complain. 
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Summary. Barriers to success was an area that adm1nistrators d1d 
not like to talk about. They were hard pressed to come up w1th 
solutions to these barriers. Barriers were seen as mind set of 
teachers, state department mandates, time constra1nts, parent 
opposition. 
Summary 
Instructional leadership was divided into four subcategones; 
dehni tions, control/power, strategies for success, and barriers to 
success. It appears that 1nstructional leadersh1p 1s a role that 
includes all roles of the principal. 
Teachers' Perceptions of Administrators 
The grounding process was established when the administrators' 
statements were confirmed by the teachers. Both had sim1liar beliefs 
about learning and the instructional process. 
The teacher's interview was set up simi liar to the 
administrator's interview. However, the teachers did not respond in 
the same manner. They were more concerned ab'out their working 
relationship with the administrator and his/her involvement in their 
classroom. This may emphasize how important the adm1mstrator 1s in 
providing instructional leadership. How teachers interface with their 
administrators may be a key factor to their performance in the 
classroom. 
Working Relat1onshiP-
The worklng relationship emerged as a ma1n category in the 
teacher interviews. S1mply ~e1ng aware of situat1ons both in the 
classroom and personally appeared significant to each teacher. The 
working relationship went even further 1n that-several teacher wanted 
to know what the administrator was thinking; if the adm1nistrator 
talked to them and involved them, their relat1onsh1p was good. If 
their administrator WaS silent, it WOrried some teachers. 
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Su~P-ort. One of Ted's teachers said that he gives us support 
emotionally and monetarily. "He has the best combined characteristics 
of all the administrators I have had. He is very organized. He is not 
nosy, just involved. I like that." A teacher from Dave's school 
stated, "I transferred to this school from another school 1n the 
district. I really like it here. I have the freedom to try new ideas 
in my classroom without being ridiculed by other teachers. Mr. Finn 
1 ikes my ideas and encourages me to try them." 
Protection. One of Jennifer's teachers said that everyone liked 
Jennifer because "she watches out for us. I am never scared of getting 
i.n trouble. She always seems to know the smallest thi.ngs about us." 
Classroom 'involvement. Each admi.ni.strator was involved i.n the 
classroom to some extent. The degree of this 'involvement may play an 
'important part in the degree of successful instructional leadership. 
One of Jennifer's teachers said, "We don't have to 1nvolve her, she i.s 
always around taking part tn what we do." One of Jennt fer's teachers 
said that she dtd not know how.an admtntstrator could always be there 
1 ike Jennifer was for them. 
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Nearly all of the teachers interviewed said that they tnvol ved 
thetr admtntstrator during spectal ,functtons, such as a class play or 
award presentat1ons. One acti vt ty int ttated by teachers tn Ted's 
school went like thts: "We have Read Aloud Day when all of the 
teachers, includtng the prtncipal, dress up as story book characters." 
One of Randy's teachers said, "I don't involve my admtntstrator 
in discipline situations. I ask him to play a positive role in my 
classroom. I have him come to my room when I have caught someone betng 
good." 
Resource. One of Martha's teachers satd, "I ask a bunch of 
questions. How I grade today is a result of her worktng wt th me." One 
of Jill's teachers stated that he was included in everything that went 
on and that he liked Jill's participative management style. 
Overall. One of Ted's teachers said, "The chmate here is good; 
it's pretty unstructured." One of Sara's teachers said, "The school 
is so much better since she came. We've done a lot of things this year 
with Sara. We don't just stay in our own little world like we did in 
the past." One of Dave's teachers said, "I enjoy teaching here 
because we have the freedom to teach like we want to. Our prtnctpal 
has high levels of expectations for us. You can sense the 
professional ism here." One of Peggy's teachers said, "We have a 
shared philosophy. The principal backs the teachers to the ht 1 t. 
There is a lot of learntng going on here. Everyone wants to please 
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her." A teacher from Dave's school stated, "I transferred to thi.s 
school from another school 1n the di.stri.ct. I really l1ke 1t here. I 
have the freedom to try new i.deas i.n my classroom w1thout bei.ng 
ri.di.culed by other teachers. Mr. Fi.nn'li.kes my i.deas and encourages me 
to try them." 
SummarY-. In sum, classroom i.nvolvement was a key factor for 
i.nstructi.onal leadershi.p i.n the mi.nds of these teachers. They saw 
thei.r pri.nci.pal provi.di.ng prai.se and constantly bei.ng there for them. 
Not All Roses: Problems Yet to be Solved 
Teachers expressed a thankfulness for bei.ng where they were, 
suggesti.ng that other schools were much worse; that they were i.n the 
best of a troublesome si.tuati.on. They talked about the teacher's uni.on 
and pol i. ti.cal concerns, but were mai.nly concerned about thei. r pri.nci.pal 
controlhng negati.ve teachers, and the collegi.ali.ty that they desi.red 
to have wi. th thei. r pri.nci.pal. 
Control. Teachers wi.shed that thei.r pnnci.pal exerci.sed more 
power i.n troublesome si.tuati.ons. They wi.shed that he/she could control 
other negati.ve and resi.stant teachers. One of Randy's teachers sai.d, 
"I feel lucky to be here. We have a lot of posi.ti.ve leadershi.p, but I 
am i.n a very negati.ve wi.ng though. I wi.sh that he could get the 
cooperati.on he expects." Others talked about teachers ostraci.zed other 
teachers wi.th good i.deas. 
Collegiality. The teachers at most of the schools sai.d that they 
worked i.n an atmosphere of collegi.ali.tywi.th thei.r pri.nci.pal. One of 
Sherry's teachers sa1d, "Sherry works with us to solve our problems. 
She has some d1fferent 1deas for old problems. That gets the rest of 
us th1nk1ng, too. However, one of Randy's teachers sa1d that he was 
friendly, but that he li.ked to mainta1n a distance w1th his teachers. 
She said, "I worry sometlmes about what he th1nk1ng about me and the 
JOb I do." 
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SummarY-. Teachers praised their principals. They bel1eved that 
each had been successful 1n the area of instructional leadersh1p, but 
wanted their pnnc1pal to have more power to control negatlve teachers 
and get 1nstructional ideas across. 
The grounding process began with the reconmendat1ons and was 
completed through the teacher perceptions of their administrators. It 
was evident that the teachers admired and respected their pr1nc1pal by 
the positive comments that were made, which supported these 
administrators being recommended' as instructional leaders. There were 
problems wh1ch seemed to interfere w1 th the role of 1nstruct1onal 
leader. 
Summary 
The data presented here 1n the form of open cod1ng provide the 
basis for this research. The main categories of adm1nistrator 's 
perceptions of education were beliefs, goals, and 1nstruct1onal 
leadership. The main categones for teacher's percept1ons of 
administrators were working relationship, problems of admin1strators. 
These administrators were not 1n total agreement about 1ssues of 
and strategies for instructional leadership. It is possible that 
"instructional leadershi.p i.s so entwi.ned wi. th other 1ssues of 
admi.ni.strati.on that i.t cannot be removed from the broader context. 
Instructional leadership appears to be an "important factor i.n 
everyth1ng that a pri.nci.pal does. 
Thi.s chapter presented the categorized data whi.ch resulted 1n 
open coding. Chapter Four wi.ll "include axi.al and selecti.ve cod1ng of 




ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 
In this chapter, Grounded Theory was used to develop an 
inductively derived theory about phenomena. The analysis consisted of 
procedures where the data was put back together in new ways and 
connections between the categories and subcategories were made. A core 
category was identified around which all other categories were 
integrated A theory for instructional leadership emerged from this 
core category. 
Review of Data Analysis Techniques 
The first data analysis technique, open coding, is presented in 
the third chapter. Through this process, the data were divided into 
categories and subcategories according to their range and dimensions. 
In this chapter, the second and third data analysis techniques, 
axial and selective coding, will be presented. In Axial Coding, the 
data are put back tog.ether in new way~ by making connections between 
categories and subcategories by use of a paradigm model. In the 
paradigm model, categories were hypothetically related to each other by 
explaining their relationships through exploration of variation in 
phenomena under certain conditions (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). 
The third data analysis technique is Selective Coding. The core 
category, instructional leadership, was systematically related to other 
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categories so that a phenomenon about instructional leadership could be 
found. A story line was developed and told narratively; then, the 
story was depicted analytically, which resulted in an instructional 
leadership theory ( Corbin & Strauss, 1990). 
Criteria for Interpretation 
For the reader to see veracity in the results of the study, 
Corbin and Strauss (1990) recommended the following criteria for 
interpretation: fit, understanding, generality, and control. 
1. If the theory is faithful to everyday reality of the 
substantive area and carefully induced from diverse data, then it 
should fi. t that substantive area;; 
2. The theory must make sense to both the persons who were 
studied and those practicing in that area; 
3. The theory must be abstract enough and include sufficient 
variation to make it applicable to a variety of contexts related to 
that phenomena; 
4. The theory must provide control with regard to action toward 
the phenomena. 
The data were analyzed against these criteria and the results of 
that analysis are presented as a theory about administrative 
instructional leade-ship. 
Axial Coding 
Categories and subcategories are taken from open coding and 
linked to a new category through a set of relationships by use of the 
following paradigm model: 
A. CAUSAL CONDITION(S) - This term refers to event(s) or 
incident(s) that lead to the development of a phenomena. 
B. PHENOMENON - Is the occurrence under study. 
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C. CONTEXT- Represents the particular set of condit1ons in which 
the action/interaction strategies are carried out. 
D. INTERVENING CONDITIONS- Act to either facilitate or constrain 
the action/interaction strateg1es. 
E. ACTION/INTERACTION STRATEGIES - Are aimed at manag1 ng, 
handling, carrying out, or responding to the intervening conditions as 
it exists under a specific set of conditions. 
F. CONSEQUENCES - Refer to the outcomes which result according to 
action/interaction strategies (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). 
There were four distinct steps performed simultaneously for 
1 inking and developing these categories: 1) hypothetically relating of 
subcategories by explaining their relationships; 2) verification of 
these hypothesis against actual data; 3) continued search for 
properties of categories; and 4) beginning exploration of variation in 
phenomena. Through the use of this model new categories were developed 
which form the theoretical basis for the theory which wi 11 be revealed 
through selective coding. 
The categories which emerged from axial coding resulted in the 
paradigm model, with the phenomena being instruct1onal leadership: The 
axial coding presented here is based on the causal condition of power 
balancing. Power balancing is the condition that leads to the 
achievement of the goal of a quality school. In other words, a 
positive causal condition facilitates or results in a positive 
consequence. The contextual conditions were the community, staff, 
central office, and state department. Intervening conditions were 
power inequities, time 1 imi tati.ons, and state department mandates. 
There were four action/interaction strategies: collegiality; 
empowerment; diplomacy; and visioning. Two categories emerged as 
consequences which led to the princi.pal 's definition of a quality 
school; collaborative teaching and developmental learning. Although 
shown in sequence these factors may happen in any order or 
concurrently. Figure 4 represents this paradigm model. 
Causal Condition: Power Balancing 
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After conducting the axial coding process, a major phenomena was 
encountered which resulted in a causal condition of instructional 
leadership. This causal condition wa~ categorized as "power 
balanci.ng." 
The following scenario describes the 1 ine of inquiry which 
enabled this major causal condition to emerge: Some administrators 
seemed more successful at the task of instructional leadership than 
others. What were the intervening conditions which led to this 
difference? When asked in this way, the intervening condition of 
"power inequities" arose. Discovery of the phenomena was brought about 
by asking, "What barriers do administrators face which impede 
instructi.onal leadership and what do these barriers rep~esent?" If 
admi.nistrators exerci.se power balanci.ng then power inequities will be 
mini.mized, which will allow instructional leadership. 
other intervening conditions exist, but the main causal i::ondi tion 
that leads to the occurrence or development of the phenomena, 
instructional leadership, is power balancing. Due to the existence of 
one of the interveni.ng conditions, power inequities, within the school, 
and school communi. ty there i.s a need for special instructional 
leadership strategies. 
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Informally, power i.s held by certain teachers on the staff and 
parents i.n the school community. Unless these power sources are on the 
side of progressive education, efforts by i.nnovattve teachers will be 
thwarted. An effecti. ve instructional leader will know how to deal wi. th 
adverse power sources i.n an open and fair manner. 
Contextual Conditions 
The contextual condi. t1ons refer to the location of events 
pertaining to the phenomena along a dimensional range. It refers to 
when, how, numbers, and types. Frequently, the administrator has 
1 i. ttle or no control over these condi. tions because they are i.nheri. ted 
with the job. At least four contextual conditions exist i.n schools: 
The community, the staff, the central office, and the state department. 
Communit~. The community has a certain s1ze, ranging from small 
to large, which affects interactions and services that can be provided. 
It i.s made up of certain ethnic mixes of people. The communi. ty may be 
centuries old, steeped i.n tradition, or a boom town, with little 
tradition. It may consist of people who are poor and dependent, or 
weal thy and assertive. 
Staff and central office. The staff and/or central office may be 
well establ i.shed and have many years experience, or made up of new, 
inexperienced people. They may be young or older. They may be male or 
female. 
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State department. The state department is firmly 1n place with 
the1r rules and laws of m1mmum requirements. The states vary in their 
degree of 1ntervent1on 1n the local school, types and numbers of rules. 
Adm1nistrators differed 1n their percept1on of the importance of the 
impact of the state department. Some believed that the state 
department had a strong influence, while others believed that 1t had 
mild influence on the school. 
Summar,Y-. The contextual conditions are very important to the 
instructional leader and how s/he must carry out action/interaction 
strategies. They lay the foundation for the scenario in which the 
administrator must conduct act1on/1nteraction strategies. For example, 
this scenario includes the laws which must be carried out wh1ch pertain 
to m1nimum standards of class sue and students and teacher competency. 
Intervening Conditions 
Intervening conditions are those conditions which act to either 
faci.l i tate or constrain action/interaction strategies taken in a 
specific context. They are broad and general conditions bearing upon 
the action/interaction strategies. They include time, space, culture, 
economic status, technological status, career, history, and ind1vidual 
biography. Intervening conditions can happen with individuals or 
groups. When administrators were asked about the barriers that kept 
them from achieving their goals, they responded in four ways: Mind set 
of certain teachers, parent opposition, time limitations, and state 
department mandates. Mind set of teachers and parent opposihon were' 
grouped as power inequities and time 1 imitations and state department 
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mandates remained the same. 
Power inequities. When asked to explain a situation which did 
not go well it usually involved a power struggle with a teacher, or 
between teachers. One principal admitted that he had avoided a 
confrontation with a teacher and followed the path of least resistance, 
which resulted in more problems. Others admitted the ex1stence of 
power struggles that must be kept in control by the principal. If left 
unchecked, the powerful teachers control the s,chool with less than 
satisfactory success. These teachers could be seen as using one of the 
five elements of Glasser's Control Theory (Glasser, 1984) to manipulate 
teachers who would 1 ike to use innovative instructional methods in 
their classrooms - belonging. Powerful teac'hers tended to ostracize 
creative teachers. Without a feeling of belonging, creative teachers 
either ceased their creative ways or left the school for a better 
environment in which to exercise their basic needs (such as belonging, 
fun, power, and freedom). A teacher from Dave's school stated, "I 
transferred to this school from another school in the district. I 
really like it here. I have the freedom to try new ideas in my 
classroom without being ridiculed by other teachers. Mr. F1nn likes my 
ideas and encourages me to try them." 
Power inequities was revealed as an intervening condition that 
interfered with quality instructional leadership. It was necessary for 
power inequities within the school and school community to be 
controlled and channeled in appropriately. All of the administrators 
and teachers who were interviewed discussed the problem. The control 
of this power was crucial to the successful institution. 
The problem in schools where power inequities are not controlled 
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can be expressed 1n this manner: A few powerful teachers control the 
school, by ostracizing teachers with new ideas. The school becomes 
stagnant, non-progressive, and unresponsive to the needs of the 
community. This is not because these teachers want a poor school or 
purposefully set out to ruin the school. These powerful teachers 
either have needs which are not being met or lack the ability to vision 
a progressive school. 
The m1nd set of certain teachers could be seen as an assertion of 
power because of an individual difference. Certain teachers were 
unwilling to change or try new ideas in their classroom. Jill and 
Jennifer talked about this problem directly. J11l stated, "We have 
some teachers who are so set in their ways, that they refuse to try 
anything new. They have been teaching the same way for years." 
Jennifer agreed with this point by saying, "Sure, I have teachers who 
do not want to go to workshops, but I don't press the issue." Other 
mind sets exist as well. This was a recurring theme administrators 
talked about. This si tuattons would deftni tely h1nder a new curriculum 
area from being adequately taught to the students 1n that teacher's 
classroom. 
Parent opposition was mentioned by all the principals. Peggy 
talked about a child who the school recommended as needing spec1al 
education. The parents refused services and took the child out of 
school. Dave talked about parents who were refusing to help their 
child at home. Other comments were about non-support from the public 
and parents who complain. These parents exert their power over the -
school. 
Time 1 imitations. Most administrators spoke of the time 
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1 imitations of their role. They said that it was sometimes difficult 
to schedule time to go to classrooms, because of other problems that 
arose, such as discipline, phone calls, administrat1ve meetings. 
Sherry said, "I have many interruptions during the day. I have a 1 ist 
of classroom visitations and other things I need to do with teachers, 
but I count myself lucky if I get to do one of them." 
State deP-artment mandates. Adequate staff development 
opportuni ti.es were intervening condi ti.ons for meet1ng state department 
mandates. For iristance, it was difficult to find space and training 
courses for teachers to learn computer 1 i teracy so that they 
could teach this new subject to their students. Principals from rural 
districts said that the state had mandated certain curriculum areas be 
covered, but had not provided the money to pay for the teachers to 
attend the workshops. 
Some administrators believed that the state department mandates 
were barriers to developmental learning. These mandates were forcing 
teachers to separate subjects and abandon hal istic learning methods. 
Teachers were frightened that they would be accused of not teaching 
specific knowledge. 
Summar,Y-. These were the intervening condi ti.ons that 
administrators talked about. Time 1 imi tati.ons and lack of staff 
development opportunities were concerns of rural adm1nistrators more so 
than suburban principals. All of the administrators talked the longest 
and were most concerned about power struggles over new curriculum 
ideas, mind set of certain teachers, and the resulting relationships 
among the staff. 
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Action/Interaction Strategies 
The principals interviewed had learned how and when to handle 
power inequities and struggles from these encounters. They used lead-
manager techniques proposed by Glasser rather than boss-manager 
techniques. That is, they listen and talk to teachers about their 
grievances and are receptive to other's ideas on school improvement. 
They also 1 is ten and talk to the central office, parents, community, 
and state about their combined vision of a quality school. Principals 
empowered teachers and enlisted their trust by working W'l th them 
collegially and protecting them from state, central office, and 
community pressures. 
Action/interaction strategies were aimed at managing, handling, 
carrying out, or responding to the intervening conditions. The 
properties of strategies are processual (evolv1ng in nature) and goal 
oriented (done for some reason). The action/interaction strategies 
were identified as trust, collegiality, empowerment, diplomacy, and 
visioning. 
Trust. A principal must have the trust of the staff. The staff 
wants a principal who they can trust to support them when faced with 
difficult political pressures by the community, or 1ntervention from 
the central office. To have a quality school, which supports 
individuals the students must trust the teachers and principal, and the 
teachers must trust the principal. One of Jennifer's teachers said, 
"We really trust Jennifer. She is always there for us, when we need 
her. We would do anything for her, because she would do anything for 
us." 
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Collegialit~. A successful instructional leader has the ability 
to work with the staff in a collegial manner as opposed to a 
boss-employee manner. Collegiality is def1ned as sharing 
responsibi 1 i ty of group endeavors. Since education of students is 
carried out by the staff and principal, it stands to reason that the 
tasks should be carried out coope,ratively. Teachers 1 ike to v1ew the 
principal as one of them or being on their side. One of Jill's 
teachers said, "We work together toward common goals. We have 
participative management of our school. Jill and I work very well 
together." 
The principal should not be threatened or afraid to work as equal 
with teachers. The participants fn this group endeavor may not always 
agree. The principal does not bow to the wishes of the staff; the 
staff does not bow to wishes of the principal; the staff does not bow 
to the wishes of each other. The instructional leader is involved in 
the classroom, encouraging and praising students and teachers. This 
promotes a vigorous, creative teaching environment . 
.E.tnpowerment. A successful instructional leader has the abi 1 i ty 
to empower a teacher to do the job that they do best - teaching the 
children. The successful instructional leader will not attempt to be 
the expert. S/he wi 11 ask the teacher to reflect on what they have 
done and what has worked best for them, then encourage them to broaden 
their knowledge in various ways. 
Parents were empowered by including them as part of their child's 
educational planning team. Their help and advice was sought in matters 
pertaining to their child and the school pol icy and programs. 
Students were empowered to be self learners. They were given 
freedom to exercise self control and they were i.nvol ved 1n student 
commi. ttees, where thei. r opi. ni.ons were valued and acted upon. 
DiplomacY-. Di.plomacy i.s a ski.ll of managi.ng di. ffi.cul t 
si.tuati.ons, so that there i.s li.ttle or no i.ll wi.ll. A successful 
i.nstructi.onal leader i.s seen as a di.plomat to the commun1 ty. The 
pri.nci.pal should be seen i.n all places i.n the communi.ty as the 
i.nstructi.onal leader. Thi.s i.ncludes letti.ng people of the communi.ty 
know that they have an i.nfluence on the schools curri.culum and 
acti.vi.ti.es. The pri.nci.pal makes them feel part of the team. 
The central offi.ce wi.ll be a part of the school program. Thei.r 
i.deas and soluti.ons wi.ll be seen as a part of the total process. 
Interventi.on wi.ll not be seen as a threat to teachers, because the 
pri.nci.pal wi.ll defend and stand by the teachers and the i.nstructi.onal 
programs presented. 
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The state department mandates wi.ll be i.nterpreted by the teachers 
and school communi.ty to reflect the school's speci.al needs. The 
pri.nci.pal wi.ll show that these mandates are open to more flexi.ble 
i.nterpretati.on and i.nstructi.onal methods. 
Visi.onjng. Vi.si.oni.ng i.s a creati.ve talent. It i.s the abi.li.ty to 
arti.culate the phi.losophy whi.ch represents the foundati.on upon whi.ch 
the school stands. Vi.si.oni.ng i.denti.fi.es goals and pri.ori.ti.es. A 
successful i.nstructi.onal leader must be able to commumcate the vi.si.on 
of the combi.ned group for the school. S/he i.s able to collect all the 
vi.ew poi.nts from members of the school and communi.ty and present them 
as a uni.fi.ed vi.si.on for the school. Thi.s vi.si.oni.ng gi.ves the school 
di.recti.on and purpose. Instructi.onal leaders have the abi.li.ty to 
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express the vision in a dynamic and memorable form. Martha said, " As 
an administrator you are the keeper of the vision of all those people 
you represent. It is your responsibility to communicate that vision 
and keep it moving forward and changing as needed." 
SummarY-. Action/interaction strategies were aimed at managing 
problems. These strategies involved working with people in collegial 
and diplomatic ways that would enlist their trust and empower them to 
vision the best educational outcomes for children. Then the pnncipal 
communicates that vision in every aspect of public life of which s/he 
in involved. 
Conse!;:!uences 
Consequences are outcomes as a result of action/interaction 
strategies. The vision each principal had of a quality school focused 
on two main factors. They wanted their teachers to work 
collaboratively together toward instructional goals and they wanted the 
children in their school to receive a developmental education. 
Collaborative Teaching .. All of the principals interviewed 
believed that to be successful in today' s society collaboration and 
cooperation were essential in solving societal problems. The success 
of their school was measured by how well teachers worked together 
collaboratively. Teamwork within grade levels was valued as well as 
between adjacent grade levels. Peggy stated, "That is my expectation 
for the school, where learning is the focal point, but we do it 
cooperatively and with good cheer." Principals saw success in the 
strengths each teacher could bring to the instructional program. This 
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came about through shari.ng i.deas about i.nstructi.on. 
Developmental Learning. Developmental learni.ng can be defi.ned as 
learni.ng sequences whi.ch coi.nci.de wi. th the natural process of 
development for chi.ldren (Wadsworth, 1971). For example, i. f a chi.ld 
has poor handwri. ti.ng, s/he may need experi.ence large and fi.ne motor 
coordi. nati.on. There are a vari.ety of experiences whi. ch may be 
presented. As the chi.ld develops small muscle coordi.nati.on, 
handwri. ti.ng wi.ll i.mprove. In the meanti.me, outsi.de pressures must be 
mi.ni.mi.zed. 
All of the pri.nci.pals i.ntervi.ewed sai.d that they measured the 
success of thei. r school by the i.ni. ti.ati.on of developmental learni. ng 
programs by teachers. They descri.bed developmental learni.ng as seei.ng 
each chi.ld accordi.ng to the developmental level whi.ch they have 
acqui.red through experi.ence at home, soci.ally, and i.n school. 'After 
the teacher has assessed the developmental level through observation 
and i. nteracti.on wi. th the chi. ld, then the teacher gui.des the chi. ld 
through the next developmental experiences. Randy sai.d, "I expect a 
teacher to able to take a chi.ld and what he comes to school w1th and 
move hi.m as far as possi.ble and i.nsti.ll i.n hi.m the desi.re to learn." 
Bei.ng able to see chi.ldren as i.ndi.vi.duals, wi.th speci.al developmental 
needs i.s a measuri.ng sti.ck of a quali.ty school for successful 
i.nstructi.onal leaders. 
Summary 
These categori.es emerged as the result of axi.al codi.ng and were 
organi.zed accordi.ng to the paradi.gm model. The causal condi. ti.on was 
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identi fted as power balancing. The contextual conditions were 
1dent1fied as the community, the staff and central off1ce, and the 
state department. The intervening cond1 t1ons were 1dent1 fled as power 
inequ1t1es, t1me l1mitattons, and state department mandates. 
Act1on/interact1on strategies were identified as colleg1al1 ty, 
empowerment, diplomacy, and visioning. The consequences which result 
in a qual tty school were identified as collaborative teach1ng and 
developmental learning. They also provide the basis for selective 
coding and the theory for successful instructional leaders. 
CAUSAL CONDITION 
POWER BALANCING 
pnnc1pal to teacher 
teacher to teacher 










Those acti. v1 ti.es that foster 
the 1mprovement of a person, 








STATE DEPARTMENT MANDATES 
Figure 4. Results of Axial Coding: The Paradigm Model 
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Selective Codtng 
Selective coding is similar to axtal coding, except on a higher 
level. The paradigm model is used to explicate the story ltne from 
categories derived from axial coding. Then, the analytic story ts told 
in more general terms. Last an instructtonal leadershtp theory 
emerges . 
.s.t..Qry L i n e 
In spite of the overwhelmtng number of power struggles within the 
school and school community many elementary administrators have 
developed strategtes that neutralize these struggles. These strategtes 
clear the path to successful instructional leadership. Each 
administrator who was interviewed in thts research was recommended as 
being an outstanding instructional leader. Ful fi 11 i.ng thi.s role seems 
to be the pri.mary force motivati.ng them to do whatever i.s necessary to 
keep the school progre~si.ng and servi.ng the needs of the students. 
Instructi.onal leaders must be people who are ki.nd, yet asserti.ve; 
they get thei.r way through li.steni.ng and meeti.ng the needs of people 
rather than usi.ng coerctve means of mani.pulati.on. They must shield the 
teachers from pressures of the communi. ty and the central office, yet 
appease all of these groups wtth sensi.ti.vity and di.plomacy. Stnce a 
school's main functi.on i.s i.nstructi.on, an effecti.ve pri.nci.pal i.s an 
i.nstructi.onal leader i.n everything that s/he does. 
It i.s i.nteresti.ng to note how admi.ni.strators defi.ne "instructional 
leadership. They gather data from their school setti.ngs and combi.ne i. t 
wi. th their own beli.efs to defi.ne thetr goals. Some sai.d that they were 
faci.li.tators for i.nstructi.on. Others sai.d that they were coaches for 
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the staff, the parents, and the students. Still others said that they 
were def1n1 tely instructional leaders and had a d1 rect impact on 
classroom acttv1 ties. But, however they dehned thet r role, they were 
def1n1 tely leaders of the school and the 1nstructton wh1ch occurred 
there. Instructional leader is another term for school adm1n1strator 
and cannot be separated from other dut1es and roles. Instructional 
leadership transcends all roles of the elementary admtmstrator. 
Since, the administrators in this study were dt fferent people 
wt th dt fferent personal\ ties, 1 t stands to reason that they would 
choose dt fferent strategies for instructional leadership based on thet r 
unique 1nterven1 ng condt hans. However, there were commonal1 ties 
present which hell:)ed each of of these administrators achieve 
excellence. 
Analytic Story 
If power struggles within the school community are dealt w1 th 
effectively, the administrator will be able to fulfill the role of 
instructional leader. The des1 re for an excellent school resulted in 
power balancing with teachers and between teachers (consequence) that 
led to a special type of management. For this study, the term 
Collaboratt ve Power is used to 1dent1 fy a theory for a sped ftc 
approach to instructional leadership. It denotes that there 1s a power 
continuum along which the princ1pal places her/htmsel f and others in 
the school community. How the principal exercises power was created 
through the interaction of the properties of instructional leadership 
and resulted in a power context. The power context varied according to 
the range of these dimensions. For instance, 1 f the principal had 
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hired all of the staff, the power sources would be well known and 
accounted for along a continuum. Collaborative Power was seen a 
strategy to bridge the phenomena of instructional leadership and the 
quality school. Collaborative Power and activ1ties, such as innovative 
programs, were the primary criteria used by pnncipals to create a 
successful school. 
Collaborative Power: A Theory for Instructional LeadershiR. 
Collaborati~e Power is the term that will be used for strategies 
that the instructional leader employs to manage the staff, the students 
and the school community. During the research p~ocess three criteria 
emerged that would define and excellent school: 1) The principal and 
teachers work together as equals when educating the children, 2) 
Teachers work together in harmony when educating the children, and 3) 
The students receive pevelopmental instructional programs. The first 
two criteria define collaborative teaching. The third i tern refers to a 
quality school. Trust, collegiality, empowerment, diplomacy, and 
visioning were seen as sal tent conditions between quality schools and 
the power inequities context. Keeping the power factors within the 
school and school community balanced will be a major factor in 
establishing the basis for a quality school. After this, various 
activities which the principal and faculty undertake wi 11 have greater 
chance for success. 
A diagram which illustrates Collaborative Power is shown as 
Figure 5. Collaborative Power is accomplished when: Power inequities 
(intervening condition) are filtered through a gate of action/ 
interaction strategies, which include trust, collegial\ ty, empowerment, 
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diplomacy, and vi.si.oni.ng. Thi.s leads to a power balance, where 
collaborative efforts of pri.nci.pals, teachers, students, and parents 
clear the way for a qual i. ty school. A qual i. ty school i.s deflned as an 
i.nsti.tuti.on that advances children's development to thei.r potential 



















Those acti. vi. ties that foster 
he improvement of a person, 
roup, or program. 
An institution that advances 
children developmentally to their 
potential a.cademi.cally and socially. 
Through Collaborative Power, instructional leaders can balance 
power i.nequi. ti.es i.n the school and school communi. ty. 
F1gure 5. Collaborative Power 
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Tasks Required for Collaborative Power 
Seven tasks are required for Collaborattve Power. The methods 
for achieving these tasks will vary according to the personal tty of the 
admintstrator and the contextual condition of the school communt ty. 
' 
Trust. The teachers and students must trust the princtpal. This 
trust can be achieved by being consisteptly honest, supporttve, and 
available. The principal must be compassionate enough to see beyond 
immediate problems, to more deep seated problems and sol~ttons. For 
example, when a teacher ts treating students hatefully, the prtnctpal 
must talk to the teacher to ftnd out the deeper cause of thts abnormal 
strategy for dealing with children. Then, by working together, the 
principal and teacher will be able to improve the quality of the 
teacher's and students 1 ives. 
Equity. It is imperative that the teachers not be intimidated by 
the princtpal; otherwise creative creative ideas may be squelched. In 
addition a feeling of camaraderie between principal and teacher should 
exist. The principal must accept the responsibility to make these 
things happen. These feelings and ideas must be sohci ted. 
SY.rlport for the group. Teachers cannot be allowed to ostracize 
and ridicule each other. If teachers cannot be won over to 
collaborative and progressive efforts for children, then the principal 
must remove them from the situation in which they are inflicting harm. 
One suggestion is to reassign them to a different position which will 
help them acquire their basic needs of fun, freedom, power, and 
belonging. 
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Collaboration. To have a quality school, the teachers must work 
collaboratively together toward the conmon goal of educating the 
children. The principal must act as a cheerleader for collaborative 
efforts and teamwork. These collaborative efforts may be publ1cized in 
the newspaper, .or newsletters from the principal to parents. 
Sharing of ideas .. Each 'teacher's ideas· must be actively 
soH cited. Without the voice of everyone. the s'choc:> ( w~ 11 not represent 
complete ideas. There are different ways ·shy b~achers may choose to 
communicate with the group. Exampl~s of alternate communicat1on may 
take on a written form, or a friend or pnncipa,l mCily communicate those 
ideas. 
Parental/community involvement To have a quality school, the 
principal must involve the parents and the community to the best extent 
possible in the educational process of the children. Some suggestions 
may be as follows: 1) Call pareots on the telephone to report good 
deeds or achievements of their chtld,.2) invite them to school to have 
coffee in the office, 3) invite'them.for lunch with the students, 4) 
enlist their help as volunteer aides. 
Visioning. The principal must maintain the vis:lon of the desired 
outcomes for the students. To do this·, the principal may choose to 
include the vision as a part of a monthly newsletter and/or post it in 
a visible place by the front entrance. The vision needs to be reviewed 
by the staff and school conmuni ty regularly and modi fted when needed. 




TASKS FOR COLLABORATIVE POWER 
1. The principal must instill the trust of'of teachers and students 
by being consistently honest, supportive, and available. 
2. The principal must work with each teacher as an equal, especially 
when classroom instruction is involved. 
3. Those teachers who crt ticize/ridicule others must modify thet r 
behavior. 
4. Teachers must respect each other and work collaborattvely 
together toward the common goal of educating the children. 
5. The principal must encourage all the teachers to voice their 
opinions and ideas about_qual ity schools. 
6. The principal must involve the parents and the community to the 
best extent possible in the educational process of the children. 
7. The principal must maintain the vision of the dest red outcomes 
for the students. 
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Summar.Y-
Selective coding resulted tn a theory about administratt ve 
instructtonal leadership called Collaborative Power. The steps 
followed the paradigm model at an abstract level, after which the story 
line was identified, the analytical story was told, the theory emerged, 
and tasks for Collaborah ve Power were i.denti. fted. The theory was 
ncuned Collaborative Power and showed the ways the tnstructi.onal leader 
could neutral i.ze the power i.nequi. ties wi. thin the school and school 
communi. ty. Tasks for Collaborative Power were explatned and a table 
was provided for easy reference. 
Summary 
In this chapter, analysis and interpretation of the data was 
presented. Categories from open coding were recast in axial coding in 
order to create a paradigm model. The causal condi. tion for the 
phenomena of instructional leadership was power balancing. Contextual 
condi. ti.ons were the communi. ty, the staff, and the state department. 
Intervening condi. tions were power i.nequi ties, time l i.mi. tat ions, and the 
state department. Action/interaction strategies which led to the 
consequences of collaborative teaching and developmental learning were 
trust, collegial i.ty, empowerment, diplomacy, and visioning. Basically, 
the paradigm model revealed that if power balancing was successful the 
phenomena of instructional leadership could take place. 
During selective coding, the paradigm model was used again on a 
higher level of conceptualization. During this ~recess, a theory was 
derived called Collaborative Power. Collaborative Power is 
accomplished when sped fic strategies are use to manage staff, students 
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and community. This leads to a consequence of a power balance, where 
the principal, the staff, the students, and the community work 
collaborattvely together to educate the children. The causal condt tton 
is tnstructtonal leadershtp and the phenomena is the qualt ty school. 
Seven sped ftc tasks were recommended for practice, presented in 
Table 1 called Tasks Required for Collaborative Power. By using this 
table elementary prtnci:pals can become better instructional leaders. 
Chapter Five presents the summary, discussion, tmpl tcattons, 
recommendattons,and conclusions. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, 'IMPLICATIONS, 
RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 
The knowledge base in the field of' administrative instructional 
leadership is relatively new. , Most of the 1i terature refers to 
attributes of successful instructional leaders; few d'escribe the 
barriers which instructional leaders face and few connect the 
instructional process to the field of instructional leadership. 
Elementary administrators were found to be using knowledge about these 
attributes and knowledge about current trends in the instructional 
process in their schools. 
Activities and perceptions about administrative instructtonal 
leadership provided the basis for this study. This chapter presents a 
summary of the study using Grounded Theory as the research design and 
theoretical frame. A review of 'the data collection, data analysis, and 
findings wi 11 be discussed. Following this summary, discussion, 
implications,. and recommendations a,re presented. The conclusion-
reflects on this process. 
Summary of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to determine key elements that are 
required for successful instructional leadership. This study was 
designed to provide insight into the beliefs and activities of 
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elementary administrators which could lead to improved practice for 
instructional leadership. 
Oata Needs and Sources 
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To conduct the study, data that.defi.ned the properties and 
dimensions of acti.vi. ti.es engaged i.n by elementary administrators were 
needed as were data that described their perspectives of the 
instructional process and their influence on those 'practices. Four 
data sources were used: elementary administrators, t~achers, relevant 
documents, and ethnographic fi.eld notes. Administrators provided 
i. nformati.on about thei. r perspecti. ves and acti. vi. ti.es. Teachers, through 
thei. r interactions wi. th .thei. r administrators, contributed statements 
which grounded what was sai.d by their administrators .. They also 
provided special i.nsi.ght i.nto how the instructional leadership role of 
their administrators affected their students and their teaching. The 
documents led to further ground1ng of what was sai.d by the 
administrators and gave tangible evidence of instructional leadership 
i.n school wi.de i.ncenti.ve prograns. The ethnographic field notes 
provided a feeling of "being there" for the researcher and reader, so 
that veraci. ty may be seen i.n the data. 
Data Collection 
The semi.-structued open-ended interview served as th~ primary 
method of data collection i.n thi.s study. A core of semi-structured 
questions were developed and used to provide consistency and to ai.d i.n 
the i.ntervi.ew process. These questions were incorporated i.nto two 
i.ntervi.ew protocols, one for the administrators and one for the 
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teachers. 
The admi.ni.strati.ve i.nterv1ew protocol was developed through 
stages as questions were assessed and judged for appropriateness i.n 
obtai.ni.ng the requi.red data. Next, a pi. lot i.ntervi.ew was conducted to 
determine the decorum of the protocol questions, i.ntervi.ew length, and 
the probabi.l i. ty of collecting the needed i.nformati.on for thi.s study. 
Analysi.s of the pi. lot i.ntervi.ew data veri.fi.ed that the data whi.ch 
was obtai. ned met the estab li. shed needs. The pi.lot i. nterv1ew results 
also suggested that all i.ntervi.ews should be vi.deo taped to capture the 
full essence of responses and provi.de i.nsi.ght regarding the 
surroundings i.n whi.ch the admi.ni.strator worked. All vi.deo tapes were 
transcribed by the researcher. 
Next, a pi. lot i. ntervi.ew was conducted for teacher i. ntervi.ews. It 
was deci.ded that all teacher i.ntervi.ews would be recorded i.n 
handwritten notes and transcribed later the same day. All i.ntervi.ews 
were conducted from February, 1992 through May, 1992. 
Data Categori.zati.on 
Codi.ng i.s a term that represents the operations by whi.ch data are 
broken down, conceptualized, and put back together i.n new ways by the 
use of i.nducti.on. Induction i.s a process whi.ch enables the researcher 
to move from speci.fi.c facts or data to general conclusions, unli.ke the 
deductive analyti.c process i.n whi.ch analysi.s moves from general 
premi.ses to speci. fi.c conclusions (L i.ncoln & Guba, 1985). Three codi.ng 
procedures were used i.n thi.s study: open codi.ng, axi.al codi.ng, and 
selective codi.ng. 
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Data Analy:si.s and Interpretation 
Open cod1ng was a set of procedures where the data was organized 
i.nto categories according to each admi.ni.strator 's and teacher's 
perceptions of edu'cati.on. Three mai.n categories and a vanety of sub-
categories emerged from the admi.ni.strator 's interviews. Two categories 
were formed from the teacher i.ntervi.ews. Feu~ of the vi.deo transcripts 
were used i.n the open codi.ng process for categori.~ati.on purposes. An 
i.ni. ti.al set of categories was selected' and as new i.nformati.on was 
found new categorical groups were created. In the second stage of the 
open cadi. ng process. the sub-categories were· determi. ned. The categories 
and sub-categories were constantly evaluated for necessi. ty and 
effi.ci.ency. 
Axi.al Codi.ng i.s a set of procedures whi.ch involves putting data 
back together i.n new ways after open codi.ng; and, maki.ng connections 
between categories by use of a paradigm model that was tested against 
context, i.nterveni.ng condi.ti.ons, cicti.on/i.nteracti.on strategies, and 
consequences to those strategies. 
Selective Codi.ng was used to integrate the categories to form a 
Grounded Theory. The paradigm model was used to explain a new category 
whi.ch resulted i.n the grounded theory. The story li.ne was explicated. 
An analytical story was told. ·Then, a theory was explained about 
admi.ni.strati.ve i.nstructi.onal leadership. 
Summary of the Fi.ndi.ngs 
All pri.nci.pals are i.nstructi.onal leaders i.n everything that they 
do. The success of thei. r role as i.nstructi.onal leaders vari.es. The 
administrators who were selected for thi.s study had received awards for 
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tnstruct1onal leadership or had been recommended to be a part of this 
study due to their excellence 1n instructional leadersh1p. 
There were three sets of findings as a result of the three coding 
processes: Open, axial, and selective cqdtng . 
.Qpen Coding 
Open coding resulted in three major.categortes for 
administrators: Bel tefs, goals, and instructional lE7adershtp. 
Elementary adm1n1strators did not share the same bel tefs, goals, and 
strategies for success. The barrier to achieving success in 
instructional leadersh_tp, which they agreed upon, was the mind set of 
certain teachers. Instructional leadership was not defined in the same 
way by these administrators. Some did not believe that they were 
instructional leaders and instead t·old what they did to fact lt tate 
instruction. Perhaps instructional leadership is so entwined wt th 
other roles of the elementary administrator that it is not perceived as 
a separate entity. 
Teachers grounded what the~r administrators said and added some 
insight to their working relationship, her/his involvement in the 
classroom, and some, problems not yet solved. The administrators gave 
their teachers support and protection. They were involved as a 
post ttve influence in the classroom and provided advise for teachers. 
Some problems teachers perceived were other negative and resistant 
teachers and they wished that the principal woul4exert more control 
over them. Overall, teachers wanted a principal who would work wt th 
them collegtally and involve them in making decisions. 
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Axial Coding 
Axial coding resulted in the paradigm model. The causal 
condition which led to the phenomena of instruct1onal leadership was 
power balancing. Instructional leadership was defined as those 
activities that foster the improvement of a person, group, or program. 
Power balancing occurred from principal to teqcher ~ teacher to teacher, 
and school to community. Action/interaction strategies led to the 
consequences of collaborative teaching and dev.elopmental learning. The 
action/interaction strategies were trust, collegiality, empowerment, 
diplomacy, and visioning. Intervening conditions were power 
inequities, time limitations, and'limited staff development. 
Contextual conditions which may affect intervening conditions and 
action/interaction strategies were the community, the staff, and the 
state department. 
Selective Coding 
Select1ve coding resulted in an analytic story about 
instructional leadership, the Collaborative Power Theory, and tasks 
required for Collaborative Power. 
An.a.lytic Story. If power struggles within the school community 
are dealt with effectively, the elementary administrator wi 11 be able 
to fulfill the role of instructional leader. Power balancing with and 
between teachers and community led to a special type of management 
called Collaborative Power.· It signifies that there is a power 
continuum along which the principal places' her/himself and others in 
the school community. Collaborative Power was seen as a strategy to 
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bri.dge the phenomena of i.nstruchonal leadershi.p and the qual i. ty 
school. Collaborati.ve Power and i.nnovat1ve programs were the pnmary 
used by pri.nci.pals to create a successful school. 
Collaborati.ve Power. Collaborati.ve Power was the theory 
developed i.n thi.s study. Through Collaborati.ve Power the i.nstructi.onal 
leader balances the power wi. th1n the school and school communi. ty by 
enl i.sti.ng trust of teachers, worklng colegi.ally wi. th teachers, 
empoweri.ng teachers, worki.ng i.n a di.plomati.c way wi. th the communi. ty, 
and mai.ntai.ni.ng the vi.si.on of the school. The vi.si.on that these 
admi.ni.strators had of a qual i. ty school was one where the teachers 
worked collaborati.vely together and the teachers provi.ded the students 
wi. th a developmental i.nstructi.onal program. 
Tasks for Collaborati.ve Power. The most si.gni. fi.cant i.nformati.on 
emergi.ng from thi.s research were the ways that elementary 
admi.ni.strators balanced power i.nequi.ti.es wi.thi.n thei.r school and 
communi.ty. Unti.l these power i.nequi.ti.es were solved, all efforts of 
the i.nstructi.onal leader wer!=! i.n vai.n. 
Even though all pri.nci.pals di.d not use the same strategi.es, there 
were general tacti.cs used to balance the power., The steps to achi.eve 
thi.s Collaborati.ve Power would be as follows: The admi.ni.strator would: 
1) i.nsti.ll the trust of each teacher, 2) work wi.th each teacher as an 
equal i.n classroom i.nstructi.on, 3) reform teachers who cri. ti.ci.ze/ 
ri.di.cule others who i.mplement i.mproved teachi.ng techni.ques, 4) lead 
teachers of the staff to respect each other and work together toward a 
common goal of educati.ng the chi.ldren, 5) encourage all the teachers to 
voi.ce thei.r opi.ni.ons and i.deas that could lead to quali.ty schools, 6) 
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involve the parents and the community to the best extent possible tn 
the educational process of the children, and 7) maintain the vision of 
the desired outcomes for the students. 
Discuss ton 
Most people recognize a "natural born leader" when exposed to 
one, yet when an effort is made to define a leader, words seem 
inadequate. People that we know or have known whom we judge as leaders 
seem to come to mind; but, a verbal description of the exact reasons 
for their leadership abili.ty is very illusive. However, there are some 
characteristics that natural leaders appear to have in common: they 
are self assured, they seem unaware of any power that they possess, 
they are in control of their emotions, they are understanding of 
others, and they are open to suggestions. 
It seems that the sole reason that some people seek positions of 
leadership is to put themselves in a position to wield power over 
others. In the education profess ion, where both the teachers and the 
princi.pal are intelligent and educated, leadership attitudes that are 
based on power wielding are doomed to failure. The principal should 
not speak of the teachers in the school as "my teachers," but as "the 
teachers I work with." At the same times/he must be tn charge of all 
aspects of the school in which s/he works. This difficult task has 
been identified as Collaborative Power. 
When there is an imbalance of power, problems arise. If the 
principal wields coercive power, such as reprimanding a teacher for low 
student test scores, the teacher may become dissatisfied and only put 
forth a minimum effort. However, if the princi.pal were to address the 
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problem wi. th the teacher and agreed to work collaborati.vely wi. th 
her/hi.m, better results, such as i.ncreased effort, i.ncreased test 
scores and teacher sati.sfacti.on may occur. If a teacher ndi.cules 
others for i.nnovati.ve i.nstructi.onal practi.ces, a negati.ve work cl i.mate 
may prevai.l. If thi.s teacher i.s popular among the school communi. ty, 
s/he could make the work si. tuati.on unpleasant for others. The 
pri.nci.pal must i.ntervene i.n a si.tuati.on such as thi.s and practi.ce 
Collaborati.ve Power. The pri.nci.pal ensures the trust of all those on 
the faculty. S/he empowers the teacher(s) to fi.nd i.nnovati. ve practi.ces 
of thei.r own and encourages shari.ng of these practi.ces. The pri.nci.pal 
communi.cates the vi.si.on whi.ch the school has made collaborati.vely. 
Thi.s study has revealed that people worki.ng at the elementary 
school level are happy and producti.ve when the work envi.ronment 
i.nvolves teamwork. There have been studi.es that support that students 
are also happy and producti.ve when they are collaborati.ng i.n thei.r own 
educati.on. Indeed, perhaps all human acti. vi. ti.es whi. ch requi. re groups 
functi.on more effecti.vely when thei.r leaders can help each member of 
the group to be an acti.ve contri.butor. 
Impl i.cati.ons 
In l i.ght of the current l i. terature of i.nstructi.onal leadershi.p, 
many i.mpli.cati.ons can be made from thi.s study. Many of these 
i.mpl i.cati.ons ei. ther support or refute exi.sti:ng research; some 
i.mpl i.cati.ons may be grounds for further research. 
Administrative Instructi.onal Leadership 
An exami.nati.on of the data both supports and rejects current 
studi.es whi.ch revealed attri.butes, tasks, and models for i.nstructi.onal 
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leadership. 
Attributes of instructional leaders. This study supported 
Sellars (1988) study which implied that teachers respected their 
principal according to their classroom experience. One teacher said 
that her principal could not be an instructional leader, because he did 
not have elementary experience. She said that he was a good manager of 
people, but that he did not know what teachers were talking about in 
elementary school. In the same school, another teacher said that she 
was glad that her principal took a course in early childhood 
development, because they could now communicate about her tnstructional 
goals. 
The issue of gender may or may not be an implication for this 
study. The data revealed that both men and women participated in 
instructional leadership activities, which was contrary to Wilson's 
1988 study. However, this study was not the result of random sampling 
techniques like Wilson's study. A gender issue may be implied, because 
five women in contrast to three men were recommended as instructional 
leaders. 
Tasks of instructional leaders. Studies that listed strategies/ 
activities for success were not the same when compared with each other 
and none were the same as this study. This implies that the specific 
types of activities may not matter and that their presence is a result 
of combined efforts of principals and teachers. The activities will 
differ according to the contextual conditions of the people who create 
them. 
Administrators used supervision as a strategy for success of 
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instructional leadership, but did not believe in Madehne Hunter's 
checklist. For example, one principal said, "You can tell a teacher is 
doing a good job when you walk into the classroom. It's in the air; 
t t 's a fee 1 t ng of exct tement about learnt ng." 
Models of instructional leadership. Reyes and Capper's (1991) 
Intergroup Power Relations Model for Leadersh1p had an impact on this 
study, however there were dt fferences. Power was also determined to be 
an important issue for elementary administrators. This study also 
tmpl ted that elementary principal's bel tefs and attt tudes have a 
bearing on the functioning of the school. However, this study 
concentrated on the elementary school and instructional leadership; 
their study concentrated on the high school and dropout rates. There 
is an tmpl tcatton that there are stgnt ftcant dt fferences between power 
tnequtttes/balanctng in elementary schools and high schools. This 
study also implied that teachers should be included in a model for 
instructional leadership; they were not included in Reyes and Capper's 
( 1991) mode 1 . 
Learning Process 
This study tmpl ted that successful administrators have an 
developmental view of learning as opposed to a mechan1sttc one. They 
envisioned learning as being a developmental process where actt vi ty is 
a requt rement. They bel teved that children learn dt fferently and that 
learning must be experienced first hand. 
Instructional Process 
The data conft rmed the connection between the instructional 
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process and instructional leadership. Instructional leaders see 
current trends of the instructional process as categories which measure 
success in their schools. 
Whole language. Administrators talked about whole language 
methods which were being used in the classroom. They talked about 
workshops they had attended and expected their teachers to integrate 
the curriculum through whole language methods. 
~erative Learning. Administrators had student goals directed 
to cooperative learning. They wanted the students to work together 
toward a common goal, cooperatively, and with good cheer. 
Reflective instructional P-rocess. Administrators used reflective 
practice to coach teachers in improved instructional methods. However, 
they did not talk directly about the reflective instructional process 
being used in the classroom. 
This study implied that administrators could use reflective 
practice themselves to provide consistency for their own beliefs, 
goals, and strategies. The 1nterweaving of beliefs, goals and 
strategies during interviews appears to have a significant impact on 
the degree to which goals were met in instructional leadership by these 
administrators. Those administrators who said that they had not met 
some of their instructional goals also had difficulty expressing their 
views on beliefs, goals and strategies. One principal said, "If I knew 
how to reach that goal, I would be a rich man." He could state his 
belief and say that the way things were working was not right, but had 
no strategy for achieving those ends. Others who noted situations 
which had not fulfilled their expectations, knew of a strategy that 
they would 1 ike to use to attack the situation. 
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Some administrators did not have a consistent thread between 
beliefs, goals and strategies. Their goals and strategies contradicted 
their beliefs of education. For example, one believed that teachers 
were professionals, but used coercive means to correct their behavior, 
rather than sharing and empowering. The impl1cations would be that 
some of these administrators were more successful than others and/or 
that some may have been ,practicing instructional leadership, while 
others were not. If they would learn to use reflective practice, they 
could bring their beliefs in line with their goals and strategies. 
Control TheorY-
This study implied that Glasser's Control Theory (1986) might be 
used in education, especially administration. It was seen as being 
used by both powerful teachers and administrators for both negative and 
positive results. Belonging was withheld by powerful teachers from 
those with new and creative ideas if the principal did not intervene 
with Collaborative Power. Empowerment, freedom and fun were provided 
by the administrators who acted as lead-managers. Administrators 
motivated teachers by talking to them and being open. It was implied 
that administrators could be most successful when they helped the 
people around them improve the quality of their lives. 
SummarY-
Administrative instructional leadership is a very important and 
vital part of an effective school, and quality teachers want to be a 
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part of these organizations and often seek to find the best one in 
which to work. Excellent instructional leaders are needed to bring 
schools up to the high standards our children deserve, the community 
demands, and,all educators strive to achieve. Administrative 
instructional leaders are needed to formulate that collaborat1ve v1sion 
and exercise Collaborative Power. 
Recommendations 
Instructional leadership is a complex duty, and can be seen in 
many ways. The most important need was to balance the power inequities 
in the school and school community first. It is not known whether an 
administrator can learn to use Collaborative Power. Perhaps it is like 
Ji 11 said, "in the blood." But if those who are already considered to 
be instructional leaders can use this theory, then they may improve 
their actions and come closer to reaching excellence. The following 
recommendations for research, theory development, practice, and 
administrative course work and training are suggested: 
Research 
This research should be of assistance to further research efforts 
which attempt to examine theories of administrative instructional 
leadership. other geographical locations should be studied to verify 
the theory generated by this research, because their contextual 
variables may have a bearing upon new strategies in which the 
administrator are engaged. 
Research is needed in schools of different ethnic mixes to see 
if the strategies employed by successful administrators are the same. 
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Different strategies may be needed in schools with high populations of 
minority cultures. 
The element of choice needs further research. For example, do 
teachers really have a choice of where they work? Are quality schools 
attracting all the good teachers? Do parents of good students choose 
high quality schools, through choice of buying or renting in a "good" 
neighl:x::lrhood? 
Research may benefit from interviewing students of elementary 
schools. The very people whom educators are trying to teach may reveal 
even more information about instructional leadership. 
All of these are recommendations for further research. 
Narrowing the topic to one of these research areas may result in 
worthwhile studies to improve elementary schools. 
TheorY-
Theorists can use the coded data from this research to verify or 
contradict their own ontological belief system. In addition, they may 
be able to generate yet another theory, based upon their own 
epistemological stance. 
Organizational theorists may benefit as well. The data and 
derived theory can assist theorists in creating new ways to view 
organizations, the1. r administrators, and workers. The image that an 
administrator projects is most clear in elementary school and may lead 
to insights into other organizations. 
Practice 
This research has the potential of being used in the areas of 
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administrative and teacher practice. The data supported that 
administrators are using literature of alternative educational and 
administrative practices to guide their strategies. They are using 
Glasser's Control theory to provide basic needs of people to help their 
teachers solve problems. They are also using Schon's Reflect1ve 
Practice during evaluation meetings. Each principal also discussed the 
importance of whole language instruction and cooperative learning 
methods. 
Administrative P-reparatorY- programs. This study could provide 
insights for clarifying the curriculum for teacher and adm1nistrator 
preparation in institutions of higher education. New supervision 
strategies which focus on motivating individual teachers to be 
motivated and committed could be included in the curriculum for 
elementary school administrators. 
Administrators. Principals and administrators currently 
practicing in the field may be able to put the ideas and theory 
generated by this research to work in their own schools. They could 
use Collaborative Power Theory to help each teacher and student reach 
their own potential and a unified vision of a quality school. 
Teachers. Teachers can use this theory with their principal, 
fellow teachers, and students. Trust, collegiality, empowerment, 




Recommendations for using this research are many and rely upon 
the creativity of the reader. This study has impltcations for further 
research, theory development, college preparatory programs for 
administrators and teachers, and administrators currently practictng in 
the educatio,nal held. Key elements were provided which could lead to 
improved practice for elemt=mtary administrators. 
Conclusions 
The role of instructional leader is deeply embedded in everything 
that elementary administrators do. Instruction is the main goal of the 
elementary school and the job of the elementary administrator is to be 
a leader of that instruction. The instructional leader leads the 
teachers, the students, and the community in creating their combined 
vision of an excellent school. 
There are key elements that are required for successful 
instructional leadership. These key elements are visioning, 
supervising/evaluating, forming close personal relationships, 
communicating, conducting gatherings, initiating programs, and 
soliciting parental involvem-ent. Key elements were also found that 
served as barriers to success. These were mind set of teachers, state 
department mandates, time constraints, and parent opposition. 
From the examination of these strategies and barriers, one main 
problem was found the most di fftcul t to handle. This problem centered 
around power inequities between principal and teachers, among teachers, 
and between school and community. A theory was developed to deal with 
these power inequities and foster instructional leadership practices. 
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Improved practice for elementary administrators can be achieved 
through the use of Collaborative Power Theory. Use of this theory will 
ensure that progressive ideas have a chance to spr1ng forth so that the 
school may serve the children in the best way possible by serving their 
dynam1c needs. When varying contextual condi hans are taken into 
account, the administrator uses trust, collegiality, empowerment, 
diplomacy, and visioning to achieve a quali. ty school, where the 
teachers teach collaborati.vely and the children learn developmentally. 
If key elements of successful instructional leaders and Collaborative 
Power Theory are used the elementary administrator may be able to 
achieve success at instructional leadership. 
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Administrative Interview Protocol 
I. Demograhics. This sect1on was neccesary in order to retr1eve 
some valuable information related to the research obJechves. Each 
1nformant needed to be put at ease at the beginning of the interview 
process in order to increase interview rapport. Information about 
education and work related experience may provide 1nsi.ght to 
instructional perspectives. 
1. In what capacity have you served in the school? What 
certification do you have? How many years were you a classroom 
teacher? 
2. What grades or subjects did you teach? What did you like 
best? Why? 
3. What other work experience have you had? 
II. Perspectives about the Instructional Process. This area 
included broad questions about 10structi.on and the instructional 
process in order to gather data about the quality and type of 
instruction espoused by the informant. 
4. Please describe teaching. 
(Philosophy of the instructional process - Define instructional 
leadership.) 
5. What was it 1 ike in the classroomi 
Describe a typical day for you in the classroom. 
(What makes a good teacher?) 
6. Tell me about some of your teaching experiences as a 
classroom teacher. 
Which ones were good? 
Which ones do you wish you could do over again? 
What would you do differently? 
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III. Perspectives about Instructional Leadershtp. This area 
included broad questions about each respondent 1 s espoused views of the 
role of instructional leadership. 
7. What was your reason for becomtng a principal? 
How do you view your role? In what way do you function or not 
function as a leader? 
8. How do you communicate with your teachers? Do you 
communicate classroom instructional expectations to teachers? How? 
How do teachers involve you in their classrooms? 
9. Can you give me an example of a teaching/learning situation 
that fully met your expectations? 
What were the factors which made it exemplarary? 
Tell me about the teacher and the classroom. 
Could this be replicated by other teachers in the building? 
10. Can you give me an example of a teaching/learning situation 
that did not fully meet your expectations? 
What expectations did you have? 
Did the teacher know the expectations? 
What were the teacher 1 s expectations? 
How did you know this? 
How did you deal with the problem? 
Tell me what it was like. 
How did you feel? How did the teacher feel? 
IV. Relationships Between the Instructional Process and 
Instructional Leadership. This section of questions included the 
( 
informants beliefs about how the connection was made between classroom 
and administrative practices. Future expectations were also probed. 
11. How have you used your classroom experiences in the 
pr'i nci pal ship? 
Have you brought any of these ideas with you? 
Which are valuable to you? 
How do you view the area of Reading Curriculum? elements? 
values? 
How do you support the value of read1ng in your school? 
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12. Is your role (of instructional leadership) what you expected 
it would be? 
13. Has your role changed over time? (Tell me 1f and why 
instructional leadership has or hasn't changed?) 
14. What do you think are the main problems of the instructional 
leader? 
15. What could be of help to principals in this area? 
16. How do you think you would like to grow and develop in the 
area of instructional leadership? 
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Teacher Interview Protocol 
1. What is learning? 
2. How do you get children to learn? 
3. How do you view the climate in your school? 
4. How have you tnvolved your administrator in your classroom? 
5. What is your relationship with your administrator? 
6. How do you handle discipline? 
7. What thing would make the biggest difference in your school? 
APPENDIX B 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
INTERNAL REVIEW BOARD APPROVAL 
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APPLICATION FOR REVIEW OF HUMAN SUBJECTS RESEARCH 
(PURSUANT 45 CFR 46) 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD 
Title of project (please type): INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP: A 
~UALITATIVE STUDY USING GROUNDED THEORY 
Please attach copy of project proposal. 
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I agree to provide the proper surveillance of this project to ensure 
that the rights and welfare of the human subjects are properly 
protected. Addit1ons to or changes in procedures affecting the 
subjects after the project has been approved will be submitted to the 
committee for rev1ew. 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR($): Adrienne E. Hill 
(If student, list 
Signature 
advisor's name f1 rst) R.gyma Harchar 
Signature 
Educational Adm1nistration and Higher Education 
Department College 
309 Gundersen Hall 
EDUCATION 
744-7244 
Faculty Member's Campus Address Campus Phone Number 
TYPE OF REVIEW REQUESTED: [X] EXEMPT [ ] EXPEDITED [ ] 
FULL BOARD 
(Refer to OSU IRB Information Packet or the OSU IRB Brochure for an 
explanation of the types of review.) 
1. Briefly describe the background and purpose of the 
research. 
It is often heard among aspiring principals and practicing principals 
that they strive to be instructional leaders. Instructional leadership 
could be assumed to mean that principals have an effect on what happens 
in the classroom; they can make that instruction improve, deteriorate 
or change. According to the National Association of Elementary School 
Principals (1991) in their publication, Proftdendes for Principals, 
elementary schools are complex entities. Their success requires a wide 
range of leadership, supervisory and administrative profidendes. The 
central aim of this study is to augment the knowledge base of those 
proftdendes and the principals' instructional leadership practices. 
2. Who will be the subjects in this study? How will they be 
solicited or contacted? Subjects must be informed about the 
nature of what is involved as a participant. including 
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particularly a description of anything which they may 
consider to be unpleasant or a risk. Please provide an 
outline or script of the information which will be provided 
to subject prior to their volunteering to participate. 
Include a copy of the written solicitation and/or an outline 
of the oral solicitation. 
The subjects will be recommended by word of mouth. Princ1pals who were 
viewed by teachers, university professors and parents as being 
exemplary in the instructional leadership of their elementary school 
were sought by the researcher. Each was sa1d to have close, friendly 
relationships with the students and teachers, have a high regard for 
the achievement of each student and teacher and actively become 
involved in teaching students in the classroom, 1n the lunchroom and at 
assemblies. Each principal will be contacted in person asking if they 
would like to be a part of this study where an explanation of the 
process w1ll be given individually. A follow-up opportunity will take 
place for additional 1nformation to the participant and to the 
researcher. 
The interview protocol is included in this packet. 
3. Briefly describe each condition of manipulation to be 
included within the study. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the notion of instructional 
leadership and augment the knowledge base of principals about 
instructional leadership. 
4. What measures or observations will be taken in the study? 
Include a copy of any questionnaires. tests. or other written 
instruments that will be used. 
Copy included. The interview results will be coded and analyzed in 
order to create a theory about instructional leadership of public 
school principals. 
5. Will the subjects encounter the possibility of stress or 
psychological. social. physical. or legal risks which are 
greater, in probability or magnit~de. than those ordinarily 
encountered in daily life or during the performance of 
routine physical or psychological examinations or tests? 
Yes [ ] No [x] If yes. please describe. 
6. Will medical clearance be necessary before subjects can 
participate due to tissue or blood sampling. or 
administration of substances such as food or drugs. or 
physical exercise conditioning? 
Yes [ ] No [x] If so. please describe. 
Note: Refer to the OSU IRB Information Packet for 
information on the handling of blood and tissue samples. 
Not applicable. 
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7. Will the subjects be deceived or misled in any way? Yes 
[]~00 
If yes. please describe and include an outline or script of 
the debriefing. 
Each principal may request a copy of the results. 
8. Will there be a request for information which subjects 
might consider to be personal or sensitive? Yes [ ] No [x] 
If yes. please describe. 
9. Will the subjects bepresented with the materials which 
might be considered to be offensive. threatening. or 
degrading? 
Yes [ ] No [x] If yes. please describe. 
10. Will inducements be offered to the subjects for their 
participation? Yes [ ] No [x] If yes. please describe. 
If extra course credits are offered. are alternative means of 
obtaining additional credits available? 
11. Will a written consent form be used? Yes[x] No [ ] If 
yes please include the form. and if not. please indicate why 
not or how voluntary participation will be secured. 
12. Will any aspect of the data be made a part of any record 
that can be identified with the subject? Yes [ ] No [x] 
If yes please explqin. 
13. What steps will be taken to ensure confidentiality of 
the data? 
Names will not be recorded on the data used in the proJect. 
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Consent Form 
I understand that participation is voluntary, that there is no penalty 
for refusal to participate, and that I am free to withdraw my consent 
and participation in this project at any time without penalty after 
notifying the project director. 
I may contact Rayma Harchar at telephone number (9..18.) 272-
~ should I wish further information about the research. I may also 
contact Terry Macula, University Research Services, 001 Life Sciences 
East, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078; Telephone: 
(405) 744-5700. 
"I have read and fully understand the consent form. I sign it freely 
and voluntarily. A copy has been given to me." 
Date: 
------------------~-------------------------------------------
T_.__l ...... ·mw.e.__ ___ _;( a.m./p.m. ). 
Signed'--------------------~----------------------------------------
"I certify that I have personally explained all elements of this form 
to the subject befor requesting the subject to sign it." 
Signed: -------------------------------------------------------------
Rayma Harchar (Project Director) 
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14. Will the fact that the subject did or did not 
participate in a specific experiment or study be mode port of 
any record available to a supervisor. teacher. or employer? 
Yes [ ] No [x] If yes. please explain. 
15. Describe any benefits that might accrue to either the 
subject or society. (See 45 CFR 46. section 46.111 (a) (2)). 
The benefits are to the researcher for the purpose of justifying a 
dissertation topic. other benefits may be realized to those who read 
the dissertation. This study could provide insights for clarifying the 
curriculum for teacher and administrator preparation in institutions of 
higher education. New supervision strategies wh,ich focus on the 
involvement and commitment of individual teachers co1,1ld also be found. 
Principals and administrators currently practicing i.n the field may be 
able to put the theories and i.deas generated by thi.s research to work 
in thei.r own schools. 
Signature of Head or Chairperson Date 
Department or Administrative Unit 
College /Division Research Director Date 
Checkl i.st for Appl icati.on Submission 
[ ] Proposal 
[ ] Informed Consent Form/Assent 
[ ] Instrument 
[ ] Curriculum Vi. ta ( not necessary for exempt review) 
[ ] Department/College/Di.visi.on signatures 
APPENDIX C 
SAMPLE ADMINISTRATIVE INTERVIEW 
AND TEACHER INTERVIEW 
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.smtP-1 e Admi ni strati ve Protocol 
Jenn1 fer Wilkerson 
1. Tell me about your experience. 
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I am from back east. I went to Northeastern for my BA. Back 
when I started in 1967 Oklahoma didn't have kindergarten, that started 
in 1968-69. As soon as it started I moved to kindergarten. I taught 
kindergarten many years, then we applied for a four year old program 
grant. I set that up. I went back to first grade for one year. 
I really do believe that first grade teachers have the hardest 
job of all. I have a Master's degree with Elementary Ed. certification 
in Early Childhood, counseling and administration. I have set up a 
four year old program here i.n Ski.atook. All of my 24 years experience 
has been here. I had the opportunity to enter counseling or 
admi ni. st ration. 
I'm glad I am an elementary Admi.ni.strator, because I wanted to be 
able to g1ve elementary teachers the recogni. tion they deserved and be 
treated wi.th more respect than they are gi.ven. I beli.eve that 
secondary receives more recogni ti.on and elementary deserves thei. r share 
of that. We do try to work together. There are a lot of home problems 
we need to deal wi.th. 
2. What grades or subjects di.d you teach? kindergarten, fi.rst 
grade, four year old class and Physi.cal Education. 
3. What i.s most 'important i.n the pri.nci.palshi.p role? 
Communi.cati.on i.s by far my most 'important duty, to the teachers, 
students and parents. 
4. What i.s learni.ng? Learni.ng i.s so very much bei.ng able to 
handle soci.al experience, use thi.nki.ng ski.lls and academics. My 
teachers get so hung up tryi.ng to teach learner outcomes. It i.s so 
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hard to convince them not to worry about specific knowledge. The state 
-
department is really getting in the way of good education. When I was 
in the classroom, parents would ask me if I taught reading. I would 
say, "Of course I do! You must realize that reading begins with simple 
play, like being able to jump rope, skip and role play." 
5. Describe a typical day for you in then classroom. I really 
like to work with individuals, small groups and the total group. We 
would usually begin our day with large group activities. Then begin 
our play or class. I would get down on the floor with the children and 
experience their play along with them, guiding them in making 
decisions. Then in the evening after the children left the hard work 
began. This was my planning time. Even though it looked like play, 
the children were really learning. 
6. Describe a situation that didn't turn out well and what you 
would have done differently if you had it to do over again. When I was 
a classroom teacher another teacher and I had a difference of opinion. 
We were really angry with each other. The principal called us in 
individually to talk to us. This only made the situation worse. The 
problem really escalated. We just continued to get more and more 
angry. The problem even reached .the school board. I finally went to 
her and we worked out everything. If I had it to do over again I would 
have talked to her before the situation got serious, possibly with the 
counselor present. 
I have used this technique as principal. Just recently two of my 
teachers had a disagreement. I called both of them in with the 
counselor present. I didn't want either one of them to think that I 
was taking sides against the other. With a fourth person present there 
seems to be a more even representation. 
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other smaller problems I assign to my counselor to work out. She 
really works hard. She spends 30 minutes a week with each class in 
addition to individual counseling. 
7. What was your reason for becoming a principal? I d1dn't get 
burned or anything. I still love the classroom. I wanted to do 
something more. I wanted to be aQle to make an effect on more children 
and teachers. 
Do you feel that you have done this? Is the principalship 
everything you ever thought it would be? Oh, no. For instance there 
is far mor.e paperwork than I could ever imagine. I spend a lot of time 
after hours doing that paperwork which I call secretarial work. The 
state department demands it and principals have to do it. I don't 
th1nk that I could do the job that t do if I had children of my own to 
take care of. 
I am able to do many of the things that I imagined. For 
instance, if a teacher is having a tough day, I will go relieve her for 
a while so that she may take a break, or take a duty that she has that 
day. 
I also realize that some people are morning people and some are 
evening people. Some of my teachers just can't seem to get here on 
time every day. I don't make an issue of this. I just make sure that 
I don't give them morning duty. As long as they are here by the time 
the children start coming to class, its OK. Those are the teachers who 
always put in their time by staying later. others like to get here at 
7:00AM and leave by 3:00PM. That's OK too. 
Another thing which I have been able to do is make it possible 
for the teachers never to have noontime duty. I really believe that 
they need that time in the middle of the day for a break. I applied 
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for a Chapter 2 grant. With this money I have hired paraprofessionals 
to help in the classroom and with duties. The school district also 
h1res paraprofessionals. The classroom teachers never have noon duty. 
One of my teachers has preschool children at home. I noticed 
that she was really feeling on edge with the students in her classroom. 
I asked her what she thought could be causing all of this stress and 
she proceeded to tell me her frustrations with her own children and her 
home life. I suggested that she join two other teachers who go to the 
high school track and walk every day after school. She has joined up 
with that group now and walks with them. She has made some good 
friends, gets. some exercise and goes home relaxed, ready to face her 
children. She told me that they have a much better relationship now 
and she seems to be a better teacher, too. I really believe that she 
will come to me again if she has any problems. 
I really believe that I have an impact on what goes on in the 
classroom. I have been able to bring my classroom experience to the 
principalship. I often suggest ideas which I have used or new ones 
which I have seen or heard of. Teachers can't tell me that I don't 
know what I am talking about, because I have been there. I do know. 
I like to pair teachers up with each other, so that they can 
learn from each other. I believe that teachers need to feel a part of 
decision making. I hold building meetings and grade level meetings. 
The teachers give me feedback, so I can make decisions. 
*I have noticed the high degree of professional development your 
teachers engage in and the statement that you made about supporting 
this. This is great! Do you have any who don't want to go to 
workshops? Yes I have teachers who don't want to go to workshops, but 
I don't press the issue. I let them decide for themselves. 
8. How do you communicate with your teachers? I believe in 
communicating on a personal basis, but I also believe in grade level 
meetings. 
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I believe that all of my teachers have important 1deas about 
instruction to share. I do weekly notes on activities and write 
individual notes. I also believe that I must keep abreast of all the 
new ideas, too. For instance whole language. I go to workshops right 
-along with my teachers. I am a big believer in professional 
development. I send my teachers every chance I get. Discipline is 
another area which I believe should be handled personally. I don't 
believe in step by step rules which are followed rigorously. 
The rules which we follow here are the golden rule; treat others 
as you would want to be treated. I am a big believer in outreach to 
parents. 
skills. 
I conduct parent workshops in the even1ng on parenting 
I make phone calls to parents too. I just believe that the 
classroom teacher needs this kind of help. 
Since I am the only woman in the district I believe that I have 
some tough battles to handle with the administration. One area where 
their rules have infringed on my territory is in the area of bus 
discipline. The rule is that on the first discipline report, the 
students parents are called and on the second report the student is 
suspended from the bus. The second offense could be months away from 
the first offense. 
I told the assistant superintendent that those rules just 
wouldn't work for my children at my school and that I needed more time 
to work with parents and students. He argued with me and told me that 
this was the way it has always been done. I argued back and supported 
my beliefs with my extensive educational background in early childhood 
and developmental theories about how children learn. I won the 
argument. Now I handle my own bus disctpline accordtng to the child 
and their home situation. 
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Generally, the bad behavior time period ts short and the child 
can start over with a clean slate in two months. I help children see 
what they should do in place of what they did. 
10. Describe a teaching situation which did not fully meet your 
expectations. What did you do? 
I try to never let a situation get out of hand. I have always 
been able to catch it before it becomes serious. This year I had a new 
teacher who was having trouble in her classroom. The children were not 
responding to her teaching approach. I visited the classroom often. 
Then I asked her supervising teacher to do the same and work with 
her. I was able to take over the supervising teacher's classroom for 
part of this time. After a while with all three of us working together 
we were able to smooth out the operation of the classroom. 
*How did you feel about this situation and how did the teacher 
feel? I do not think that I approached her or was in her classroom 
under a threat. I know that she felt desperate, because she felt out 
of control. When the teachers know that you are sincere about helping 
them they do not feel threatened. 
Our parent conferences are much more effective as to how a child 
is progressing in school than a standardized test. We have two 
scheduled parent conferences, and the teacher usually calls a couple of 
more at a minimum during the year with each student's parent's. 
If we had to have alternative assessment I would like to see 
portfolios used, where examples of the student's best work is shown and 
dated throughout the school years. 
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11. What would you like to see in the future for your school? 
I would like to see each classroom have less than 20 students 
with a full time assistant in each classroom. I have been asked if I 
would like to have an assistant principal. I can't see the priority in 
that over the needs of the classroom. It would take 30 thousand 
dollars to have an assistant. We could hire several assistants for 
that and to help everyone; -teachers, students and myself. 
12. How do you know that a teacher is doing a good job? 
You get it from students, parents, other teachers. You can walk 
into a classroom and you can feel it. Its in the atmosphere. Of 
course you can see it in grades and test scores and things like that, 
but I don't think thats very important. If we zero in on test scores 
and not the child your classroom with suffer. If your doors are open 
and you are listening you know a lot about what is going on. 
13. How have teachers gotten you involved in the classroom? 
I drive the bus for them when they go on field trips. I go 
around and listen to children read. When a teacher is doing a special 
project, she will ask me to come and join them. I pop in and out. 
Sometimes I will go into a classrpom thinking that I am going to just 
sit there and observe and before I know it I have the students with me 
asking questions. If a teacher needs to be gone for a period I will 
cover her class. 
14. Is the principalship everything you thought it would be? 
Yes and a lot more of everything. Children bring drugs with them to 
school, home problems, etc. A teacher was waiting for me when I got to 
school. I helped her get her problems worked out before she could 
start the day. 
I 1 iked your disdpl ine procedure. Can you tell me a 1 i ttle more 
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about it? At the beginning of each year I have each classroom teacher 
sit down with their students and come up with a small list of rules 
that they would like to see for the school. They send it to me. I 
compile them and send them back, so they can see them. I want them to 
know that they have a part in deciding what the rules and consequences 
are. Its much better than me setting forth the rules and consequences. 
One is "Don't bug your buddy" and under that is keep your hands to 
yourself , "No bad language" - I get many don'ts, so I just say lets 
make it more posit1ve and group all of those under one big heading. I 
meet with each class during the first week of school and we talk about 
our school and the rules. At first they wanted all the consequences to 
be a spanking, but I have led their thinking to alternatives. We have 
sentences, call parents, miss recess, can't go on field trips. Rules 
cannot be so strict that we cannot live with them. Many teachers 
follow in my footsteps, and their classrooms are much better behaved, 
than those who put up the same rules every year. At the very beginning 
of school or when I have a new student, I send home the rules. If a 
student is in trouble I'll send the list home and circle the step we 
are on. I never call the parent on the first visit. I very rarely 
have a child who is in here more than twice in a year. Sometimes it is 
the chemistry between child and teacher and I think that maybe we have 
made a mistake in placing a child in a classroom. I've changed 
classrooms. Then I tell the parents that I will do it once. I will 
also move a child around from grade to grade. 
How do the teachers feel? At the very beginning they thought you 
took my child. But then they got used to it. Sometimes a teacher 
requests it. At the beginning of this year we had a teacher who was 
very upset, but we sat down and worked it out. This personal touch 
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seems to work. I visited with a teacher and student this year who were 
having problems. I knew the child was having home problems. I asked 
the child how he felt and what his problems were in the classroom. He 
said, "When the teacher starts yelling at me, I get really upset and 
start crytng., She had no tdea that this was happening. Now she ts 
aware and I haven't had any problems since. Sometimes size ts a big 
part. I am a big person with a voice that carries. 
How have you been an influence in the classroom? I do give them_ 
suggestions, but most of all I let them do what they want to do. They 
have input into the curriculum. They are not being told what they have 
to do and what has to be done. They are feeling a part of the decision 
making. I have resources and books with many good ideas in them and we 
will look through them together. I do it behind the lines. I never 
tell them this is the way it has to be. We write notes to each other a 
lot. And I get back to them. 
I believe in variety in the classroom. I had a princtpal who 
wrote me up because there was paper on the floor. I don't believe in 
that. I know you have to have paper on the floor sometimes. Children 
have to be up out of their seats communicating, building language. I 
wrote a rebuttal. That blew his mind. Your ideas of a classroom and 
my ideas of a classroom are totally different. He didn't communicate 
with me at all. That's a problem with administration sometimes. The 
way an administrator views that classroom and the way the teacher views 
that classroom are totally different. They need to communicate with 
each other. A lot of principals in the area don't understand. 
Principals need to be educated about early childhood philosophy and 
what needs to be happening there. Many teachers must change their 
style if their principal won't allow it and aren't willing to fight 
like I was. 
You must integrate your curriculum. Teach your math, readtng, 
science through the same subject. 
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Do you tell your teachers that you want them to do this? Yes I 
do. I am working on it. I have a lot of older teachers and it ts very 
hard for them. 
How do you tell them? I talk to them. I send them to workshops 
and other schools. 
Some will complain, "I can't get everythtng done." And I will 
say, " Lets take a look at whats most important." You get all you can 
get done in a year. Then the next grade level teacher can come in 
where you left off and pick up. We may not get all the skills done, 
but that is ok. They can cover a lot of those skills without ever 
zeroing in. Take the learner outcomes and check off what you have 
covered and plan to cover some more in the next quarter. They do not 
include these in their lesson plans. Each quarter you are doing an 
evaluation on what you have done. When it comes to lesson plans, I am 
not real sticky. They do not turn them in. Once a year I ask them to 
write me out a lesson plan. Madeline Hunter's way, just to see that 
they know how to do it. Its just a sample, I don't expect this during 
the year. If my teachers did this it wouldn't make them better 
teachers. Its silly. They wouldn't have time to do the good job they 
do. They put the skills down they are going to do. Then if they have 
a substitute, they come up here and make a very detailed plan. I would 
rather see them making centers and doing something with and for 
children. 
Sample Teacher Protocol 
Teacher in Jennifer Wilkerson's school 
1. What is learning? Learning is when children experience new 
events and internalize that experience. 
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2. How do you get children to learn? I keep trying to present 
new ways of looking at the world. They don't always learn what I am 
trying to teach, so keep on exposing them to situations. 
3. How do you view the climate in your school? 'Very good. The 
teachers 1 ike Jennifer. She watches out for us. She always notices 
how we are feeling. She drops little notes in our boxes. My grandson 
has a heart monitor and she knew that I was worried about him, so she 
put a note in my box. My husband works at home, so sometimes, I don't 
get to work until 8:15, but Jennifer says that she knows that I do a 
good job and that I always work late. I don't take advantage of her 
though, I'm usually on time. I'm never scared of getting in trouble. 
I really like Jennifer, she's so kind. Oh, she calls teachers into her 
office, when they are sluffing off and not working. 
What do they do? How does she know that they are sluff1ng off? 
She notices when they are giving their kids a lot of ditto papers 
and workbook pages. She's in the classrooms a lot. 
What does she tell them? 
I really don't know for sure, but each one she talks to becomes a 
much more active teacher. She does send them to visit other teacher's 
classrooms and to workshops. 
One time 10 of us asked to go to the state teachers meeting and 
she arranged for all of us to go. We really have everything we need 
here, too. When I go and ask her for something, she tells me to fill 
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out a purchase order and before long I have what I asked for. We got 
$200 dollars at Christmas from our PTO. I filled out my order which 
was $100 over that amount, she said that it was OK and she'd find the 
money somewhere. 
4. How have you involved your administrator in your classroom? 
Whenever we are doing a project that I,think she would be interested in 
I ask her to come and she usually does. 
5. Do you view your principal as managers only or is he/she 
someone who is involved with the students? When she first started she 
liked to come and ~ead to the classrooms and read to the students, but 
she has gotten so busy lately that she doesn't have as much time for 
that anymore. 
6. How do you handle discipline? Once she came into my room and 
asked me where my rules were posted. She just couldn't see them 
because they were on the back of the bookcase. One time I had a little 
girl who stole some treats from me. I sent her to Jennifer and she 
never did confess, but had the stolen candy in her pocket. We called 
the parent in for a conference. The nest day she appologised to 
Jennifer and I. Since then, I have really worked to build my 
relationship back up with her again. She was surprised when I let her 
pass around the treats. I usually don't have many discipline problems 
because of the small groups I work with. 
Once our third graders started causing problems. Some were 
writing on the wall and doing some general vandalism, like stopping up 
the bathrooms. Jennifer talked to all of them in the cafeteria and 
told them that she was going to punish the whole third grade unless 
someone told who was doing these naughty things. No one ever told and 
no one ever came forward to confess. They missed some recesses and fun 
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time activities and wrote sentences. She told them after a week that 
she would gradually reduce the punishments. She did, and no occurences 
ever happened again. One little boy did tell on one of his friends, 
but the friend would never confess. 
7. What thing would make the biggest difference in your school? 
We really have it good here. I can't think of any better situation to 
work in. 
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